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Abstract
This thesis deals with the problem of web-based malware focusing on the analysis and de-
tection of malicious JavaScript placed on the client side using machine learning techniques.
Proposed approach benefits from both known and new observations regarding differences
between malicious and benign samples. Such approach has a potential to detect brand new
exploits and zero-day attacks. System for such detection has been implemented using mul-
tiple machine learning models. Performance of the models has been evaluated with F1-score
by executing multiple experiments. According to the experiments, the application of deci-
sion tree classifiers was the most effective option. The most effective model was Adaboost
classifier which reached F1-score up to 99.16%. This model worked with 200 instances of
randomized decision tree based on Extra-Trees algorithm. Multi-layer Perceptron was the
second-best model with achieved F1-score up to 97.94%.

Abstrakt
Táto práca sa zaoberá problematikou škodlivého kódu na webe so zameraním na analýzu
a detekciu škodlivého JavaScriptu umiestneného na strane klienta s využitím strojového
učenia. Navrhnutý prístup využíva známe i nové pozorovania s ohľadom na rozdiely medzi
škodlivými a legitímnymi vzorkami. Tento prístup má potenciál detekovať nové exploity
i zero-day útoky. Systém pre takúto detekciu bol implementovaný a využíva modely stro-
jového učenia. Výkon modelov bol evaluovaný pomocou F1-skóre na základe niekoľkých
experimentov. Použitie rozhodovacích stromov sa podľa experimentov ukázalo ako najefek-
tívnejšia možnosť. Najefektívnejším modelom sa ukázal byť Adaboost klasifikátor s dosi-
ahnutým F1-skóre až 99.16%. Tento model pracoval s 200 inštanciami randomizovaného
rozhodovacieho stromu založeného na algoritme Extra-Trees. Viacvrstvový perceptrón bol
druhým najlepším modelom s dosiahnutým F1-skóre 97.94%.
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Rozšírený abstrakt
Táto diplomová práca sa zaoberá problematikou škodlivých stránok so zameraním na škodlivý
kód na strane klienta, konktrétne v jazyku JavaScript. Pre detekciu takýchto hrozieb
sú využité metódy strojového učenia s využitím statickej analýzy. Pri statickej analýze
nie je nutné spúšťať žiadny kód nachádzajúci sa na danej stránke. Statická analýza je ty-
picky aj niekoľko násobne menej náročná na procesorový výkon v porovnaní s dynamickou
analýzou. Okrem toho má potenciál detekovať aj útoky nultého dňa. Navrhnutý prístup
využíva niekoľko známych pozorovaní a prináša i radu nových.

V prvom kroku bola zozbieraná množina dát obsahujúca škodlivé i legitímne vzorky
kódov napísaných v jazyku JavaScript. Škodlivé vzorky boli stiahnuté z verejne dostup-
nej zbierky skoro až 40k známych škodlivých JavaScript kódov. Legitímne vzorky boli
zozbierané stiahnutím obsahu legitímnych stránok. Tie boli vzaté zo zoznamu najnavštevo-
vanejších stránok na Internete, ktoré zbiera spoločnosť Alexa. Obsahovo potenciálne du-
plicitné, podozrivé a škodlivé stránky boli odfiltrované pomocou vlastných pravidiel a tiež
služieb VirusTotal a Google Safe Browsing s využitím verejného API. Na konci tohto kroku
sú všetky dáta dostupné v Mongo databáze. Stiahnutie stránok, vyhľadávanie výskytov
kódu v JavaScripte a jeho následné extrahovanie a uloženie všetkých nazbieraných dát za-
isťuje implementovaný crawler. Legitímnych vzoriek je v tomto prípade o niečo viac než
škodlivých, no pre učenie, validáciu a evaluáciu modelov strojového učenia je zvolených
okolo 40k, ako to je aj v prípade škodlivých vzoriek. Týmto spôsobom bola vytvorená
dátová množina vyvážená medzi týmito dvoma triedami.

Ďalej bola navrhnutá sada metrík, ktoré popisujú danú vzorku kódu v JavaScripte
z niekoľkých hladísk. Podmnožina týchto metrík sa extrahuje z JavaScriptových vzorkov
dostupných v databáze a na výsledných dátach sa aplikuje trénovanie niekoľkých mode-
lov strojového učenia. Učenie prebieha tak, že sa pre daný model automaticky vyhľadáva
najoptimálnejšia kombinácia hyper-parametov modelu z danej množiny dostupných hodnôt
hyper-parametrov. Zvolenie najoptimálnejšej kombinácií hyper-parametrov je vykonávané
porovnávaním F1-skóre každého naučeného modelu z danej množiny modelov v prehľadá-
vanom priestore. Najúspešnejšie modely boli rozhodovacie stromy pri použití tzv. Ensem-
ble učenia využívajúce viacero inštancií daného modelu, alebo skupiny modelov. Samotný
CART rozhodovací strom, kde sa nevyužíva žiadna randomizácia pri učení a konštrukcii
stromu, dosiahol F1-skóre 92.20%. Najlepšie F1-skóre dosiahol Adaboost model s hodno-
tou 99.16%. Ten využíva 200 inštancií randomizovaných rozhodovacích stromov. Okrem
niekoľko ďalších Ensemble modelov bol významný ešte Viacvrstvový Perceptron s dosiah-
nutým F1-skóre až 97.94%.

Okrem tohto prístupu bol navrhnutý a implementovaný ešte ďalší, pracujúci priamo
s JavaScript vzorkami, ktoré boli reprezentované ako texty rôznych dĺžok. Pri tomto prís-
tupe sa experimentovalo s hbokým učením, konkrétne s rekurentnými neurónovými sieťami,
takzvanými Long Short-Term Memory siete. Predtým než sa začne tento model učiť,
je vykonaná vektorizácia dát priamo z databázy. Najprv sa vybuduje slovník, v ktorom
dochádza k mapovaniu znakov používaných v dátach na pozitívne celé čísla. Vektorizá-
cia využíva tento slovník a pre každý JavaScript kód vykoná transformáciu vstupného
textu na postupnosť celých čísiel. Výsledné vektorizované dáta slúžia ako vstup do danej
neurónovej siete. Ukázalo sa, že čas výpočtu tohto procesu je veľmi náročný. Z tohto
dôvodu bola pri týchto experimentoch použitá iba podmnožina dát. Výsledné F1-skóre
bolo 78.93%.

Zo všetkých natrénovaných modelov sa vyberú a uložia iba tie najlepšie pre následnú
predikciu nových vzoriek. Samotná predikcia sa vykonáva pomocou jednoduchého hlasova-



cieho systému. Ten funguje na základe toho, že sa vykoná predikcia na danom vstupnom
JavaScript vzorku pomocou všetkých vybraných modelov a výsledné rozhodnutie sa stanoví
na základe sčítania hlasov pre obe triedy. Trieda s väčším počtom hlasov vyhráva a na záver
je daný JavaScript kód označený ako škodlivý alebo legitímny.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The development of computer networks caused a great amount of services available on
the Internet, such as information searching and retrieval, e-commerce, online-banking, or
communication via social networks. In the present, it is almost mandatory to have an online
presence and the World Wide Web has become an integral part of our lives. In fact, the
number of Internet users is estimated as about half of the world’s population1, and it is
growing every year.

This led to the formation of more advanced and sophisticated web-based attacks of many
kinds. They can be easily triggered just by simply visiting a malicious site. The outcome
of the visit can be monetary loss or theft of private information, such as the identity or the
user’s credentials. Besides these, such attacks may launch an installation of malware binary
on a victim’s computer for future attacks, an exploitation of a web browser or vulnerabilities
in its plug-ins, probing, or a complete takeover of victim’s system to remotely controlled
command and control as a member of a botnet. Additionally, social engineering attacks
trick users into revealing some sensitive or private information by pretending to be some
known and benign web pages in case of phishing websites. Furthermore, spam sites are
used for the purpose of advertising, spreading malware or phishing, and occur in the large
number. They are causing billions of dollars’ worth of damage every year. In the last years,
the number of malicious web pages is increasing. Almost every third website is potentially
malicious [62].

Most common attack methods use malicious JavaScript code. JavaScript can be used
as a part of the attack itself, as a way to redirect the user to a site which hosts malicious
software, for creating a window which recommends users to download some fake software,
or for a direct execution of some exploit. The most occurred type of attacks is called
drive-by-download [73, 70], which takes a benefit of using malicious JavaScript code placed
on the website content. There are millions of victims attacked by malicious JavaScript
on the Internet each day. When a user visits a website, JavaScript files are automatically
downloaded and executed [58] and therefore it is a very serious threat.

There exist various approaches for detection of malicious websites. They can be cat-
egorized as blacklisting [36, 69], heuristic methods [1], static approach [43], and dynamic
approach [82, 64]. My work is focused on static analysis techniques which take an advantage
of inspection of various elements from the website without its loading into the browser. The
main idea is that malicious and benign sites differ in URL tokens, host details and also the
page content. These methods usually benefit from machine learning techniques.

1Internet users in the world and other statistics: http://www.internetlivestats.com/internet-users/
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The goal of this work is to design and implement a system which detects malicious
sites by analyzing JavaScript placed on the site content. The detection is based on static
analysis using machine learning methods. The first step is to gather dataset which includes
both benign and malicious JavaScript code samples. A collection of malicious JavaScript
samples is publicly available. Benign samples are obtained from the content of legitimate
websites.

When all the data are saved, the next step is to process all relevant samples and to start
training the machine learning models. Each models for different phenomenon to handle and
each phenomenon is based on previous research works as well as on some novel approaches
and new observations. The performance of the models is measured with F1-score by many
various experiments. There are more machine learning methods with many combinations of
hyper-parameters and the goal is to search for the most suitable methods and their hyper-
parameters combination. Once the best classifiers are found, some of them are strengthen
with ensemble learning. Finally, all resulting models are saved for later utilization.

Once all the trained models are available, it is possible to make the prediction on
previously unseen data. The system downloads an input site into a database and extracts
all the JavaScript code from a given site content. Once this is done, another part of the
system processes all the JavaScript samples from a given site and the resulting data are
used as an input for the prediction on already trained machine learning models. If just one
JavaScript sample is malicious, the whole website is considered to be malicious.

The advantage of the proposed approach is that it may run in a parallel way, it has a
potential to handle brand new threats in the category of web-based malware, and it does
not require to execute any code from the site content.

This work is organized as follows: brief description and taxonomy of web-based attacks
together with statistical observations from the last three years are in Chapter 2. Chapter 3
details approaches for detection of such malicious websites. Chapter 4 is focused on machine
learning algorithms, which are being used for detection of malware-based websites in static
analysis. A proposed solution with a designed set of features is detailed in Chapter 5. The
implementation of entire software solution is described in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 includes
experiments performed on the dataset and machine learning models.
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Chapter 2

Web-based Security Threats

There are many types of web attacks, and new types are coming out every day [51]. In this
work, web-based threats are grouped into: social engineering, spam, and malware attacks
(similar to [62]). However, according to the previous studies and literature, different authors
divide them differently and there is no standard taxonomy.

This work is focused on malware-based attacks described in Section 2.5, but since many
web-based threats may be connected to each other, I wanted to provide a general overview
and then focus on malware-based attacks. For example, spam sites are often related to a
phishing campaign, or may contain and spread malicious JavaScript or malware executable
in form of fake anti-virus. Additionally, there exist threats which take a benefit of the
combination of more approaches or technologies for performing the attack, such as the
usage of emails along with the web technology.

2.1 Unified Resource Locator
The rest of this work deals also with URL and some terms associated with it. URL is an
abbreviation for Unified Resource Locator1 and its structure is depicted in Figure 2.1. URL
as a string, which labels compromised or generally malicious website, used for cyber-attacks,
is termed as malicious URL.

http://www.fit.vutbr.cz/study/vystupni_list.pdf?arg1=val1;arg2=val2

Root Domain

Toplevel Domain (TLD)

PathPrimary DomainProtocol

Secondlevel Domain
(SLD)

Subdomain Parameters

Figure 2.1: Example of a URL (Uniform Resource Locator) with its structure.

1Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): Generic Syntax: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3986/
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2.2 Trends and statistics
All statistical observations in this section were taken from years 2015-2017 from Sucuri
Hacked Website Trend Report2, Akamai’s State of the Internet Quarterly Security Reports3,
Symantec Internet Security Threat Report4, The AV-TEST Security Report5, and Anti-
Phishing Working Group (APWG)6:

• almost 230 thousands of web attacks and 2.4 vulnerabilities in web browsers have
been detected in average every day in 2016,

• a total number of web application attacks7 was increased by 69 % from Q3 2016 to
Q3 2017,

• the most popular domain categories for hosting malicious content were technology
(about 20 %), business (about 11 %), blogging, hosting, health, shopping, educational,
entertainment, travel, and gambling in 2016,

• malware types of web-based attacks, for creating drive-by-download attacks, were the
second most occurred category, after PHP-based backdoor8 hidden within the sites
in 2016,

• the top three attack vectors in the beginning of 2017 were SQL injection (44 %),
Local File Injection (39 %), and Cross Site Scripting (10 %). SQL injection attacks
were increased by 62 % (it is growing since 2015),

• more than 76 % of all legitimate websites had unpatched vulnerabilities in 2016, 9 %
of which were critical,

• there were more than 255k unique phishing attacks worldwide identified by APWG
in 2016, which was an increase of over 10 % in comparison to the previous year. The
attacks occurred in more than 195k unique domain names, which was the biggest
number since 2007. From these, more than 95k domain names were registered by
phishers (half of those were Chinese) and the rest 100k were existing compromised
websites. There was also found about TLDs, that about 75 % of all phishing domains
were registered under .COM, .CC, .PW, and .TK,

• the age of malicious domains prior to phishing attacks in 2016 were for the median
nearly a week to start hosting a phishing site, but the range is usually from few hours

2Sucuri Website Hacked Trend Report for each quarter of year 2016 and 2017:
https://sucuri.net/website-security/hacked-reports/

3Akamai’s State of the Internet Quarterly Security Reports from 2016 and 2017:
https://www.akamai.com/us/en/about/our-thinking/state-of-the-internet-report/global-state-
of-the-internet-security-ddos-attack-reports.jsp

4Symantec Internet Security Threat Report from April 2017:
https://digitalhubshare.symantec.com/content/dam/Atlantis/campaigns-and-launches/FY17/
Threat%20Protection/ISTR22_Main-FINAL-JUN8.pdf

5The AV-TEST Security Report 2016/2017:
https://www.av-test.org/fileadmin/pdf/security_report/AV-TEST_Security_Report_2016-2017.pdf

6APWG, Global Phishing Survey in 2016 and Phishing Activity Trends Report 2017:
http://docs.apwg.org/reports/APWG_Global_Phishing_Report_2015-2016.pdf
https://docs.apwg.org/reports/apwg_trends_report_h1_2017.pdf

7Definition of web application attack and its defences:
https://www.acunetix.com/websitesecurity/web-application-attack/

8The most occurred modified files post-hack were index.php, header.php, and .htaccess.
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until one year. The reason is to gain higher reputation scores. Reputation score is
explained in Section 2.4,

• one phishing site can be advertised as thousands of customized URLs, all leading to
the same attack destination. In the first half of 2017, each month the number of
unique domain names used in phishing attacks was in average 18,113, but the number
of unique phishing URLs was in average 48,516. Also, the number of unique phishing
email reports (campaigns) was in average 98,723,

• phishing campaigns can be also connected with on-line scam, malware distribution,
command and control servers, redirection URLs and more others. In fact, 91 % of cy-
ber attacks and resulting data breaches began with a spear phishing email, according
to the observations done by APWG in 20169. Spear phishing is an email or electronic
communication scam, and the target is mostly a specific organization, individual, or
business.

2.3 Social engineering
Social engineering attacks fool otherwise unsuspecting users into revealing some confidential
or sensitive data with a psychological manipulation of the users. These attacks typically
include stealing credentials or bank account information, or secretly accessing computer for
installing some malicious software by clicking on a malicious link or by opening a malicious
file. The attackers often use emails or social networks as an infection vector10, because
they both are very popular, and it is easier to perform a successful attack. The attacks are
getting more and more sophisticated, there is even a service called Social Engineering-As-A-
Service on the dark web, which utilizes machine learning approaches for automating social
engineering11 performed by bots. The attacks can be divided into following categories [51]:

• Human based. These attacks require interaction with human and therefore are
person-to-person oriented. Few examples are following12:

– Pretexting or Impersonation. The adversaries usually create an invented scenario
(the pretext) to persuade victim to release some sensitive information or to
perform an action.

– Eavesdropping. This is an unauthorized listening of conversation between two
other people for obtaining some private information.

– Dumpster diving. This method involves searching for information, which could be
beneficial for the adversaries, and is placed in someone else’s trash, e.g. looking
for the passwords or file names in the trash or deleted files on hard disk.

9Enterprise Phishing Susceptibility and Resiliency Report from PhishMe:
https://phishme.com/enterprise-phishing-susceptibility-report?utm_source=earnedmedia%
20&utm_medium=newsarticle&utm_campaign=2016_Website_Form_New_Susceptibility_Report

10It is a way, how a self-propagading malware is automatically spread, and how the infection occurs:
https://www.symantec.com/security_response/glossary/define.jsp?letter=i&word=infection-
vectors

11Social Engineering-As-A-Service from Dark Web News:
https://darkwebnews.com/dark-web/auto-social-engineering-as-a-service/

12Categories of Social Engineering Attacks [Technical and Non-technical]:
https://www.concise-courses.com/categories-of-social-engineering/
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– Posing as a legitimate end user. In this type of attacks, the adversaries try to get
the information from some public service by pretending to be legitimate users.

– Reverse social engineering. The attackers create a persona and they appear to
be in the position of authority or a member of a facility.

• Computer based. These use software which automatically attempts to obtain de-
sired information. Most common examples are:

– Phishing. It is the most occurred type of social engineering attack. It is based
on pretending being legitimate and genuine entity with the goal to obtain some
sensitive information. The attack can be initiated by sending phishing email
or/and creating a fake website which is being visited by victims. For achieving
malicious goals, the attackers sometimes create urgency and fear to drive the ac-
tion. Phishing websites themselves are mostly a very good copy of given original
ones. They are usually occurring in the form of fake banking systems, public
email websites, and electronic shops.

– Baiting. It is similar to phishing, because baiting is also based on situation where
the attackers are pretending to being legitimate, and the goal is to obtain some
sensitive information from a victim. The difference is, that the attackers are not
working with fear or urgency like in the case of phishing. They explicitly offer
some attractive data or information to the target. For example, free music or
movie downloads with hidden malware.

– Clickjacking. Web-based malicious technique which tricks a web user into clicking
to something different than the victim perceives and therefore can reveal some
confidential information. Not just that, even the control of the victim computer
can be acquired. For example, a user is lured to an infected website containing
some kind of suspicious advertisements. The attack itself may be triggered by
clicking to a certain item in such website, for example ”Click here for winning
an Iphone“, which contains a hidden link. Eventually the victim is redirected to
another site containing malware.

2.4 Spam
Originally, spam was mostly occurring in email form which has been extensively researched
in the past. However, it evolved beyond email and become a web-based threat as well [5].
Web spam refers to attempts to influence the ranking algorithm of search engines with the
aim to boost ranking score for a given websites and web documents, usually with poor-
quality, in search engine results [37]. The concept of web spam was firstly recognized in
1996 [16] as the term spamdexing and soon it was introduced as one of the key challenges
for search engine industry.

A very important factor on which a website depends is its reputation or ranking score.
Such score is calculated from the website content and its traffic. Third party services13 and
search engines14 are usually working with this score.

13Webutation - Website Reputation Community against fraud and badware:
http://www.webutation.net/

14Google’s 200 Ranking Factors: The Complete List (2018):
https://backlinko.com/google-ranking-factors
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Typical spam websites include scams advertising mostly pharmaceuticals, adult content,
software, education, or other solicitations. Here also belong sites, which are distributing
phishing or malware, for instance fake anti-virus software or codecs binaries. These sites
are often visited when the users use some search engine and the results of a search query
return such spam sites. Once the victims visit a site where there is some fake software
available for download, it typically incorporates some malware and the victim’s computer
is compromised.

Additionally, spam sites are a problem for search engines, because the user may start to
use another one, and also for e-commercial websites – an increase in search engine referrals
translates to an increase in sales and profits.

The web spam is divided into following categories, according to boosting techniques the
adversaries use for influencing ranking score of search engines [71]:

• Content spam. It is sometimes called Term spamming and it was one of the first
occurred forms of web spam. The adversaries create a content of the web pages for
fooling search engines, which use information retrieval models based on a page content
to rank web pages. There are many text fields which spammers are taking a benefit
of. It includes a manipulation (for instance repetition of some significant terms) with
HTML body, title, meta tag, anchor text, or URL, and those are often combined
together.

• Link spam. It exploits algorithms that are used by search engines for determining
the importance of websites by relying on link information. Therefore, spammers
often create link structures which include many links, together forming interconnected
community. There are basically two major categories of link spam:

– Outgoing, which is the easiest method. Here the attackers use popular benign
sites from well-known links in web catalogues or directories (directory cloning)
for creating a large set of links. These links are added to the spam sites for
increasing their rank score.

– Incoming, which is more sophisticated form of web spam and it requires some
additional steps for boosting rank score of a spam site indirectly by increasing
the number of incoming links:

∗ Own pages. The adversaries have a direct control over all the pages and they
create a collection of links called link farm. One type of such link farms is
called honey-pot farm. It utilizes from a set of pages which look innocent
and provide some useful resource (for instance UNIX documentation pages)
containing hidden links to target spam site(s). These days, a domain regis-
tration and web hosting is no longer expensive and some services provide it
also for free. Besides it, the adversaries may buy expired domain names and
take a benefit from their previous good reputation. It takes time for search
engines to update an index and to re-crawl such domains.

∗ Accessible pages. Here are web pages which are not owned by the adversaries
and which are legitimate, but their content can be modified from outside.
Comment spamming technique is used widely, in which spammers post links
on blogs, guest books, on-line forums, wiki pages or other publicly available
places for posting messages.

∗ Infiltration of a web directory. Spammers post target spam pages to a legit-
imate web directory, which have mostly high rank scores. This is possible
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to perform due to the lack of control in the directory or by misleading the
directory administrator.

∗ Participation in a link exchange. Group of more spammers exchange their
links between each other and in order to achieve higher rank score, they set
the spam pages to point to each other.

2.5 Malware
Malware-based web attacks have big variety of attack vectors including drive-by-download
sites, fake software, malicious advertisements, and spam messages on blogs or social net-
works. It means that again, attacks in this category may have relationship with other type
of web-based threats, and taking an advantage of social engineering attacks and web spam
is very common. This section provides a brief information about fake software and then it
is focused on drive-by-download attacks, since the latter one is of the most occurred type
of attacks with very serious impacts on victim’s machine.

• Fake software. These attacks may include spreading a fake anti-virus software [59]
and also some other popular software programs or utilities, for example codecs or
software updates. They can be downloaded by poisoning search engine results, so
that when a user is searching for a given software, he will find a website created
by attackers. Such website looks like a legitimate one, the user trust it and after
downloading and installing such fake software, it may eventually lead to infecting
browser or compromising victim’s machine. Fake software can be distributed by web
spam and the adversaries usually take an advantage of social engineering.

• Drive-by-Download attacks. These attacks deliver and execute a malicious code
on the side of client. By visiting such compromised website, or website under the
attacker’s control, a user just ”drive-by“ and the malware is downloaded onto his
system without his knowledge.
The attackers use JavaScript as a basis for malicious goals since it is tightly connected
with the browser environment. Browsers and their extensions are very complex and
there exists a number of vulnerabilities, from insecure interfaces of third party ex-
tensions to buffer overflows and memory corruptions. For example, code written in
JavaScript can have an access to some of the user’s sensitive information such as cook-
ies (i.e. cookie theft or stealing session id), it can deliver malware executable, it can
make arbitrary modifications to the HTML of the current page by using DOM ma-
nipulation methods, or it can send HTTP requests with arbitrary content to arbitrary
destinations.
The attacks can be very sophisticated and visited sites may often host automated
exploit frameworks, also called Browser Exploit Packs (BEPs) [70]. Adversaries use
BEPs for fingerprinting the user’s browser and serving an appropriate version of ma-
licious code. Such frameworks are sold in underground market by cybercriminals and
typical examples are Angler, BlackHole, Styx, Sakura, Rig or Hunter [74]. There may
be used many techniques, such as JavaScript obfuscation, JavaScript-based redirec-
tion, JavaScript content injection on the fly, JavaScript-based domain generation al-
gorithm15, and distribution of malicious URLs through phishing. Drive-by-download

15A JavaScript-based DGA: https://www.johannesbader.ch/2015/11/a-javascript-based-dga/
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attacks have started Exploit-as-a-Service model, which targets the exploitation of
the browsers’ vulnerabilities. A large number of compromised websites, which serve
exploits automatically, may be formed into malware distribution networks (MDNs)
including landing sites and malware distribution sites16.
If the attack is successful, the exploit is connected to command and control infrastruc-
ture and turn the host into the bot to form botnet. Botnet is a network of infected
machines under the direct control of cybercriminals. The number of compromised
hosts can be very large, even a hundreds of thousands of nodes. Cybercriminals may
launch various types of attacks through botnets, such as distributed denial-of-service
attacks, sending spam or phishing emails, and others.
A typical model of drive-by-download attacks is following [70, 13]:

1. Compromising a website. It is very needed for installing BEP on a given
website or for redirecting users to a site with BEP. The attackers may perform
more ways how to achieve it:
(a) Exploit a vulnerability. Vulnerability exploiting in a website is very common

and it includes:
– Cross Site Scripting (XSS)17, which focuses on injecting code into the

application. There are 3 types of such attack: a) DOM-based, where
the vulnerability is in the client side code, b) reflected, where malicious
string originates from victim’s request, or c) persistent, during which
the malicious code or another malicious URL is placed into some more
permanent place like database.

– SQL Injection, which allows to modify database on the fly and it can
be used for injecting malware distribution payloads or for bypassing an
authentication process to get access to any account in a database.

– Cross-Site File Uploading (CSFU), where the attackers upload malicious
unauthorized files through web applications to gain the control over a
server.

(b) Infect CDN. Infecting the content-delivery networks (CDN) is another way
of compromising a website. CDNs deliver content to a large number of
websites on the Internet. This technique is very effective and the attackers
can use CDNs for injecting malwaretisements (malicious advertisements) to
websites.

(c) Infect hosting servers. Hosting servers are directly under the control of
the attackers in this scenario. Infection of the servers may be done by
exploitation of vulnerabilities in the hosting software. Very popular target
is shared hosting, where the exploitation of one host on the server could
affect an entire cluster.

2. Infecting a website. When a given site is compromised, the attackers may
install BEP directly on a site or redirect users to another site, where BEP is
already installed.

16Constructing the Malware Distribution Networks:
https://www.usenix.org/legacy/events/sec08/tech/full_papers/provos/provos_html/node6.html

17Excess XSS: https://excess-xss.com/ and XSS: the easiest way to hack your website in 2014:
https://www.htbridge.com/blog/xss_the_easiest_way_to_hack_your_website_in_2014.html
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3. Attracting the users. Now the attackers’ goal is to attract users to have
more victims. This can be done via various social engineering techniques. Also,
botnets can be used for sending a large amount of phishing emails.

4. Fingerprinting the user’s environment. The goal of fingerprinting is to
gather information about the browser environment, and to search for possible
vulnerabilities. Most commonly used techniques are user-agent-based finger-
printing and the usage of built-in JavaScript objects.

5. Exploitation of vulnerability and serving malware. Here belong tech-
niques which include buffer overflow attacks, for example stack smashing [50], or
heap spraying attacks18.

A typical procedure of drive-by-download attacks from a victim’s perspective is fol-
lowing [13]:

1. User with vulnerable plug-in or browser visits compromised landing website.
2. HTTP connection is redirected to another site, called hopping site, which con-

tains code that makes another redirection to another hopping site (this step can
be repeated many times and some intermediate redirection sites can be used
just for one-time access) or an exploit site. With many hopping sites, it is more
difficult to find the origin of the attacks – malicious landing site(s).

3. Once the client is redirected to the exploit site, the browser downloads malware
from a malware distribution site. Eventually, vulnerabilities in victim’s web
browser or its plug-ins are exploited.

Finally, a slightly different view on drive-by-download attacks can be seen in Figure 2.2.
The adversaries there are using phishing for attracting a victim and using BEP placed on
a malicious site. There is no mention of landing site, hopping sites nor exploit site for the
sake of simplicity. Once the victim’s system is infected, such machine can be used for a
generation of another phishing emails to drive more victims to compromised site(s).

18Heap Feng Shui in JavaScript by Alexander Sotirov on BlackHat:
www.blackhat.com/presentations/bh-europe-07/Sotirov/Presentation/bh-eu-07-sotirov-apr19.pdf
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A victim receives a
phishing email

embedded with a target
website

The victim visits target
website which contains
obfuscated JavaScript

(iframe)

Obfuscated iframe
redirects browser to

the malicious domain
hosting BEP

BEP fingerprints the
victim's browser

and serves
appropriate version

of the exploit

The browser is
exploited and

payload (shellcode)
is served

Payload downloads the
malware onto the victim's
system in a stealthy way

Figure 2.2: Drive-by-download attack using Browser Exploit Pack, from [70]. The whole
campaign may start with phishing email and after a successful exploitation of victim’s
system, such compromised machine may spread another phishing emails.

2.6 Hiding techniques used by attackers
There are also several techniques used by the adversaries to avoid detection [29]. For
this work, they are particularly important to deal with, especially for obtaining a proper
content of a given malicious website. These techniques are frequently used by spammers
for spreading web spam, but they can be seen in all types of web-based threats:

• Content hiding. Links which are pointing at target spam pages (or otherwise ma-
licious websites) can be hidden in the content so that the user cannot see them after
loading the page. This can be achieved by setting of same color schemes of back-
ground and a given element, by JavaScript which hides some visual elements, or by
creating a small (i.e. size 1x1 pixel) anchor image that is also background-colored or
transparent.

• Cloaking. This is the way how to serve a different version of a page to crawlers and
different to users’ browsers. There are many ways how to achieve this [77]:

– Repeat cloaking. The mechanism tries to determine if a given user requested a
given page previously by storing a state on either client site (cookies) or server
site (IP address of client). First-time visitors usually get a malicious version of
a site and subsequent visits obtain benign version of a site.
Web crawlers also request site more than once. It means that the crawlers may
obtain benign version of a page, if this mechanism is being used by the adversaries
on a given website.
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– User-Agent cloaking. This field in HTTP request header specifies the environ-
ment of a visitor, such as his operating system or web browser. The malicious
web server may therefore distinguish between a type of user and serve an ap-
propriate version of site (or malware), or if a web crawler is detected, such web
server may send a benign version of a website.
Sending different versions of a website according to the User-Agent (UA) field
can be seen also in legitimate web services, for providing a different content to
different devices, for example smartphone and desktop computer.

– Referer cloaking. Another field in HTTP request header, which specifies the
address of the resource from which a given requested site was obtained.

– IP address cloaking. The adversaries maintain a list of IP addresses associated
with major search engine crawlers or some organizations for identifying the vis-
itor. Then an appropriate version of a content is sent.

• Redirection. It is a way of automatic redirection of the victim’s browser to another
URL when the page is loaded. It can be achieved by using the refresh meta-tag in the
header of HTML document or a redirection in form of JavaScript code placed on the
page is also used very often. The adversaries use obfuscation for hiding the purpose
of such JavaScript quite often.
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Chapter 3

Approaches to Web-based Threats
Detection

There is a great variety of web-based threats, as it is described in the previous section.
Therefore, it is very difficult to design a robust system, which detects all types of attacks.
Additionally, some types of web-based threats have short-lived malicious sites. For example,
fast-flux networks (see Section 3.4) change their DNS records very fast to evade blacklisting
[73].

All categories of web-based attacks are occurring in blacklist databases as both malicious
URLs and IP addresses. Detection of various social engineering attacks and web spam is
done very often by static analysis [6]. It performs extraction of discriminant features which
are then feed into machine learning algorithms for model training and then prediction of
new samples. On the other hand, detection of malware-based web threats can be performed
with static, heuristic, or via dynamic analysis. Since malicious websites can interfere with
victim’s environment and make some unwanted changes, dynamic analysis can be very
precise and has the potential to detect zero-day attacks. Heuristic approaches have a
potential to deal with known malware-based threats, if there are no obfuscation techniques
used by the attackers.

For successful detection of malicious websites in malware-based threats, analysis of the
JavaScript placed on a given website is essential. Most of malicious JavaScript code is
obfuscated and the obfuscation may have a great impact on a victim’s system, which has
been detailed more in the previous section.

3.1 Static analysis
This approach aims at detecting malicious websites by analyzing site artifacts1 without
rendering a page in a web browser and executing any code from its content. Static analysis
typically involves extraction of discriminative features and their further processing and
analysis. Major assumptions are that statistical distributions of such artifacts differ in
malicious and benign websites significantly. The values of extracted set of features are
adjusted and encoded for usage in (mostly supervised) machine learning – for training and
building the model and after that, the prediction on a new websites can be done.

1Mostly URL string, host identify, HTML and JavaScript content, or some network-related data, but
here belongs also link popularity, DNS, and WHOIS data [11]
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Static analysis is very efficient, but it has also some limitations. It has problems with
sophisticated attacks and it can cause a higher rate of false negatives (malicious websites
incorrectly classified as benign ones), for example benign-looking and well-reputed websites
which were compromised, but were not malicious in the past. Regarding page rendering
it was previously mentioned, it may be more difficult to detect attacks that require the
rendering to take an action, which may also cause false negatives [24]. Also, reasonable
rate of false positives can be a challenge, as some benign websites with low-reputation score
can be misclassified as malicious ones.

3.2 Dynamic analysis
Dynamic analysis is very effective in the terms of detection of malicious websites [33, 47, 28].
The main idea is to visit a given site in a controlled isolated environment and to analyze
and monitor its execution for potentially malicious behavior.

Typically, dynamic analysis is done with honeyclients, but here belong also sandboxing
[19, 56] and code emulation [22, 60]. Sandboxing and code emulation are typically limited
only to a given type of attacks, such as heap spraying [22]. Honeyclients can be deployed
at proxy-level to intercept requests (and responses), visit and analyze a given site and then
decide what to do next. There are two types of honeyclients:

• Low-interaction honeyclient systems [48] load the website in a controlled and mon-
itored environment, such as a virtual machine, and look for some manifestation of
an attack. They are limited by the coverage of their database. They can only find
attacks for which specification is available, otherwise an attack cannot be detected.

• High-interaction systems [55, 81, 65] work with traditional browsers running in a
monitored environment. These systems are looking for some known signatures of
suspicious activity, such as unusual process creation, repeated redirection, greater
processor or memory usage, attempts to changing a system environment etc. They
can be infected by malware, but they can collect more information about malware
behavior than low-interaction honeyclients [57].

A combination of anomaly-based detection and dynamic emulation can be seen in high-
interaction honeyclient Wepawet [17]. A combination of both static and dynamic analysis
is called hybrid approach [61].

Dynamic analysis has many drawbacks. It is more difficult to implement, very resource
intensive, and slower in comparison to static analysis. Analysis of a single web page may
take from a couple of seconds to minutes. Static analysis can be more than dozens of times
faster [82].

Also, not every web page is likely to execute an attack upon visiting. Malicious site can
wait for a certain event like certain user interaction or just wait for a certain amount of
time to take an action.
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3.3 Heuristic approaches
Heuristic methods typically use Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), or antivirus systems
(such as ClamAV [1]). They scan the website and they are trying to find known malicious
signatures. Their advantage is a better generalization than URL or IP blacklisting and they
are able to find a known attack in a previously unseen URL. However, they cannot generalize
for all types of novel attacks, and they can be fooled by using obfuscation techniques, such
as obfuscated JavaScript [13].

IDS systems can be categorized into signature-based and anomaly-based systems. Sys-
tems in the first category, e.g. Snort2 or Bro3, monitor network traffic and search for some
known signatures of known attacks seen in the past. It means that they cannot detect un-
known attacks. Anomaly-based IDS learn what normal behavior is and based on abnormal
behavior of attacks, they are trying to find them. Therefore, they have a potential to detect
new, unknown attacks, but they also cause a higher rate of false positives.

3.4 Blacklisting
Black-lists are basically databases of URLs or IP addresses that have been confirmed to be
malicious in the past. Blacklist database is being updated over time to contain newest list
of URLs, for example every 30 minutes in Firefox4.

There are many organizations which maintain and provide blacklist databases, like
listing blocked IP addresses of senders of spam5, domain names or IP addresses which were
participating in scams6, and URLs leading to malicious websites7.

Blacklisting is very easy to implement, it is fast, and there is a very low false positive
rate. However blacklisting cannot deal with zero-day threats since it cannot perform a
prediction on previously unseen URLs or IP addresses. Another challenge is that it is not
possible to maintain an exhaustive list of malicious URLs since new ones are occurring
every day [68].

Also, it is not so difficult to evade being blacklisted. There are various techniques for
hiding an original malicious URL, for example an obfuscation of host with an IP address,
another domain, large host names, misspelling, or another domain name produced by one
of the URL shortening services. Obfuscation via shortening services is relatively young
method and it is very easy to perform since such services are free and popular.

2Snort – Network Intrusion Detection & Prevention System: https://www.snort.org/
3The Bro Network Security Monitor: https://www.bro.org/
4Phishing Protection in Mozilla:

https://wiki.mozilla.org/Phishing_Protection:_Design_Documentation
5Spam blocking databases of IP addresses:

CBL: https://www.abuseat.org/
SpamCop: https://www.spamcop.net/bl.shtml
SBL: https://www.spamhaus.org/sbl/

6Anti-spam blacklisting databases of URL/IP addresses:
ivmURI: https://www.invaluement.com/#uri
URIBL: http://uribl.com/
JWSDB: http://www.joewein.de/sw/blacklist.htm

7Blacklisting databases of malicious URL/IP addresses:
PhishTank: https://www.phishtank.com/
McAfee SiteAdvisor: https://www.siteadvisor.com/sites/
Google Safe Browsing: https://safebrowsing.google.com/
VirusTotal: https://www.virustotal.com/
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Another technique of evading is to use fast-flux network, which is a network of compro-
mised hosts acting as proxies. Such network is changing very often, which makes it more
difficult to track the threat. There are more IP addresses associated with one fully qualified
domain name (FQDN)8, and these IP addresses are changing rapidly. Most techniques for
tracking down malicious fast-flux attacks use data from DNS services [83, 52].

The usage of domain generation algorithm (DGA) is also a way of blacklisting avoidance
[53]. DGA uses pseudo-randomness for generating typically a huge amount of domain
names. For example, DGA of Ranbyus9 produces 40 domains per seed each day and there
were more than 10 seeds observed, but there were also DGAs, for instance Conficker10,
which had many variants and it was able to generate 50k domains per day. Those domains
are short-lived and they are used as a rendezvous point with their command and control
servers. Such domains are not resolvable, or even not existing for the most of the time. The
usage of DGA is one of the reasons why it is so difficult to shut down the botnets, since
there is a great amount of domains which are dynamically bound to different IP addresses
of infected computers.

8Definition of FQDN on TechTerms: https://techterms.com/definition/fqdn
9The DGA of Ranbyus from Johannes Bader’s blog:

https://www.johannesbader.ch/2015/05/the-dga-of-ranbyus/
10The odd, 8-year legacy of the Conficker worm:

https://www.welivesecurity.com/2016/11/21/odd-8-year-legacy-conficker-worm/
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Chapter 4

Machine Learning Applications in
Malware-based Web Threats
Detection

This chapter provides a survey of machine learning techniques used for detection of malicious
websites. In literature, there are many works which consider a malicious website as being
part of phishing or spam campaigns or malware-related threats. This work is focused on
malware-based web threats. Research works which are dealing only with phishing and web
spam are excluded from this chapter. Studies which are dealing with all types of attacks,
including malware-based ones, are included since it is still relevant, even partially. Section
4.2 provides a list of machine learning algorithms used in the past for detection of malicious
URLs[62].

In previous works, authors used supervised training in most cases. Based on some
observations and statistical properties of malicious websites, they were able to learn a
machine learning model for efficient distinguishing between malicious and benign sites.
Such approach gives the ability to generalize and allows to deal with previously unseen
URLs which are beyond blacklist databases.

To be more particular, the authors extracted informative features such that they suffi-
ciently described a given website. Values of such features can be represented mathematically
(for example by a numerical vector) by a model. There are basically two approaches how
to obtain the features, either with static or dynamic approach. There is also possibility to
combine both approaches and this is called hybrid approach.

In the next sections, previous studies which used static analysis are included, since a
part of this work uses static approach to the given problem. Studies, dealing with dynamic
analysis are excluded, since it is out of the scope of this work. There exist very few studies
for hybrid approach and they are included.

4.1 Types of hand-crafted features
Previous works were dealing with features grouped into multiple feature categories detailed
in this section. The authors utilized static analysis and these feature groups were useful for
detecting phishing, web spam, and malware-based web attacks:

• Lexical features, extracted from URL string. The main motivation is that malicious
URL, in form of string, may be suspicious in comparison to the benign ones.
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• Host-based features, dealing with WHOIS and DNS information, IP address and geo-
graphic location, TTL, connection speed, and others.

• Content-based features, focusing on HTML, JavaScript code, and ActiveX functions
within the websites. Here belong also visual features which are also obtained from
page content and visual differences between malicious and benign sites.
This work is focused on a subset of features from this category. I am dealing with
a detection of malware-based websites by looking at JavaScript since detection of a
malicious JavaScript code is essential when dealing with malware-based web threats.

• Context-based features, describing a background information, such as where the URL
of a given website has been shared. These features are being more and more popular
in research studies from the last years. The reason is that there is a great usage
of social networks worldwide nowadays. Authors of the previous works are mostly
focusing either on Twitter or on Facebook social network.
Fake or compromised accounts spread malicious URLs on social networks. Addi-
tionally, the adversaries use URL obfuscation techniques or URL shortening services,
which hide an original malicious URL for tricking detection systems based on lexical
features. When using context-based features, information about the accounts and
their posts on a given social network are extracted, so URL obfuscation techniques
used by adversaries have much less success.

• Popularity-based features, including information about a given URL obtained from
various search engines.

• Blacklist features, dealing with a URL presence in some of blacklist databases. It is
basically just a binary information and the authors generally used more databases in
their works.

The summary of relevant previous studies is listed on Table 4.1. The authors were
working either with just one type of features or they were combining more types.

Feature Category Representative References

Lexical [43, 82, 8, 11, 9, 24, 14, 25, 23, 72, 85, 75, 44, 41, 86, 54, 63]
Host-based [43, 82, 11, 13, 9, 24, 14, 85, 75, 44, 41, 86, 38]

Content-based [82, 8, 11, 24, 14, 25, 23, 75]
[79, 61, 18, 80, 30, 66, 84, 40, 67, 58, 7, 78]*

Blacklist [43]
Context-based [39, 12, 49, 20, 21]

Popularity-based [24, 14, 25, 23, 75]
*These works were focused only on the website content.

Table 4.1: Representative references of various types of features used in the previous re-
search works [62, 32]. These works were focused on URL, content and other relevant
information about the websites.
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4.2 Machine learning algorithms
This section describes types of learning along with a list of specific methods or machine
learning algorithms which were used in the past. All results and datasets in the previous
studies are not mentioned at all, because of many differences between the works. Some
studies worked with different types of results and what is more important, all the works
had a different datasets which were not described properly, they are not publicly available,
and therefore a comparison of such results would be unreasonable.

• Batch learning. It is an approach when the computation of the current model per-
formance in the loss function is done over the whole training set. It means that a
model is updated once a learning algorithm processes all training samples. Following
algorithms were used in the past with the usage of batch (or mini-batch1) learning:
Support Vector Machines (SVM), Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes, Decision Trees,
and Deep Neural Networks. Some of these models were improved using Ensembles –
heterogeneous or homogeneous system which consists of multiple models and a voting
(or other) system for determining the final result.

• Online learning. It represents a family of algorithms which may be efficient, scal-
able and learn from data sequentially. It means that a model is updated per sample,
not per a batch of samples. Both learning and prediction are suitable for malicious
URL detection tasks with growing amount of training data. Following algorithms
were used in the past: First-order algorithms (Perceptron, Online Gradient Descent,
and Passive-Aggressive learning), Second-order algorithms (Confidence-Weighted lin-
ear classification), Cost-Sensitive Online Learning, and Online Active learning.

• Other learning. Here belong other types of learning or methods which were used in
the past works as well as are mentioned in Table 4.2: Similarity Learning, Unsuper-
vised Learning, String Pattern Matching, Sparsity Regularization, and Evolutionary
algorithms. The last two are usually just for a selection of the most important features.

List of past studies which were focusing on the analysis of multiple types of features
from the websites is depicted on Table 4.2. Studies, which were focused only on the analysis
of the website content are excluded, since they are listed separately, on Table 4.3. There is
also information, if the study was considering only JavaScript or also other elements from
the website content. Authors in the past used to analyze the whole site content and tried to
learn a machine learning model for the detection of malicious or compromised content. The
authors were mostly working with HTML and JavaScript, but ActiveX and ActionScript
were also the topic of some experimental studies. If not specified otherwise, all the works
were based on static approach.

1Mini-batch learning is a stochastic method of updating model during its learning. Loss function is
computed over a chunk or a subset of the data. Such subsets are usually picked randomly.
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Method Representative References

Logistic Regression [43, 82, 8, 11, 49]
Support Vector Machines [43, 82, 39, 8, 38, 49, 21] and [14]*

Naive Bayes [43, 82, 11, 49, 20, 21]
Bayes Net [11, 12]

Decision Trees [82, 13, 9, 21, 11, 12, 20]
Random Forrest [11, 12, 49, 20, 21]

Ensembles [24, 25]**, [72]***, and [20] (Adaboost)
Neural Networks [38, 63]

First-order algorithms [85, 75]
Second-order algorithms [44, 41]
Sparsity Regularization [75]

Cost-Sensitive Online Learning [86]
Unsupervised Learning [54]

Genetic Algorithms [23]

*SVM for detection and RakEL and ML-kNN for attack type identification.
**Logistic Regression, SVM, C4.5, Random Forrest, Naive Bayes, and Bayes Net.
***Logistic Regression and Confidence-Weighted linear classification.

Table 4.2: Representative references of various types of machine learning algorithms used
in the previous research works [62]. These works were focused on URL, content and other
relevant information about the websites – which can be found on Table 4.1.
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Ref Only JS Method

[79] 3 SVM, Naive Bayes, ADTree
[61] 3 SVM*
[18] 3 Naive Bayes
[80] 3 Stacked Denoising Auto-Encoders for extracting high-level features

and then Logistic Regression
[30] SVM, Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes, Decision Trees
[66] Decision Trees
[84] C4.5 and one-class SVM (unsupervised SVM)
[40] 3 Naive Bayes, ADTree, SVM, RIPPER
[67] Decision Tree
[58] 3 SVM, Naive Bayes, C4.5, Random Forest, AdaBoost, ADTree
[7] 3 SVM, Random Forest, Linear Discriminant Analysis
[78] 3 Naive Bayes, C4.5, Random Trees, Random Forest

*The authors used hybrid approach – static analysis with a JavaScript lexer and dynamic
analysis with a JavaScript sandbox.

Table 4.3: List of previous research works along with machine learning algorithms the
authors used. These works were focused only on elements from the website content.
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Chapter 5

Proposed Solution for
Malware-based Web Threats
Detection

This chapter details a proposed solution which deals with a detection of malicious websites.
To be more precise, the sites are either owned by the adversaries or they are compromised
legitimate pages, and contain some malicious code inside. As been explained in Chapter 2,
the analysis of JavaScript, which is placed on the website content, is essential for detection
of malicious website content. For downloading a website content and JavaScript code within
it, there is a web crawler for such purpose.

Web crawler downloads a given website from an input URL. The crawler saves the
whole content of a page (also with HTTP response message, for possible later utilization)
to a database, extract JavaScript from this content and save such fragments of code sep-
arately into the database. If the JavaScript is directly placed on a given site, then such
sample is called as internal, otherwise it is called as external script. Crawling process
can be parametrized (see Section 5.1) for mitigating various hiding techniques used by the
adversaries (see Section 2.6).

The solution designed in this work is a two-step process:

1. model training. The first step is to gather data for training. Benign JavaScript
samples are gathered with a web crawler and malicious ones are obtained manually.
Once all needed data are available, they need to be further processed for machine
learning model training.
Obtained data represent a set of JavaScript texts. There is a module which extracts
values of multiple set of features detailed in Section 5.4. Regarding featureless ap-
proach, it also needs data processing, in which the main concern is vectorization of
such input data, described more in Section 5.3. Once such data preparations are done,
the system trains multiple machine learning models which use such resulted data.
Once all the models are trained and the process find the best combination of hyper-
parameters from a given list of various hyper-parameter combinations, the best models
are chosen manually and they are saved for prediction performed afterwards.

2. detection. After the previous step, there is everything needed for making a prediction
for all of trained models (see Section 5.2). There is a list of URLs on the input. If
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these URLs are not in the database, they need to be downloaded with the usage of
the crawler.
Then the next step is to use all the saved, already trained models, and to make
prediction of all JavaScript samples found within the websites from the input list of
URLs. For every JavaScript sample, based on all the results from classifiers, a simple
majority voting system among the classifiers determines if a given sample is malicious
or not. Then based on this, if just one JavaScript code is found as malicious, the
whole URL is marked as malicious and this is done for each URL.

5.1 Website crawling
There are two types of crawling: focused and broad crawls1. Focused crawls are oriented
to a certain group of websites or to a particular page. They are mostly trying to extract
or process specific information from a specific site. On the other hand, broad crawls are
interested in a huge amount of pages (like search engines), so they are not focused on
extracting some concrete information. There can be also combination of both approaches,
depending on a problem. In this work, it is needed to process a big amount of websites.
From each website, a crawler must extract just the main page, since the malware is usually
right there. Except the main page, the crawling process looks for something particular in
the content – JavaScript code.

Crawlers which are the most popular, well-maintained, and open-source are Apache
Nutch, Heritrix, Scrapy, Grab, and pyspider, among others2:

• Apache Nutch3 is written in Java. It uses Hadoop environment and MapReduce
paradigm for processing and it is focused on broad crawls. Its documentation along
with the examples is sometimes not entirely clear, however it is still very popular4.

• Heritrix5 is another broad crawler written in Java. It runs in a distributed environ-
ment and it uses its own file format WARC for crawled websites. It has excellent
documentation, easy setup and it is mature. However it is oriented on download-
ing full content of websites, including images and external links, but for my problem
it is sufficient enough to download only the main page (like index.php) along with
JavaScript scripts.

• Scrapy [4] is a very good choice for focused crawls. It is written in Python and is
very well documented, maintained, and parametrized. A developers can write their
own modules in a very easy style, e.g. saving the results of the crawls directly into a
database. It is very easy to set a custom User-Agent and Referer fields and it can
also handle redirections. It has no support for running in a distributed environment.
However, there are many frameworks or services which are built on Scrapy and provide

1Comparison of Open Source Web Crawlers:
https://medium.com/@pedchenko/comparison-of-open-source-web-crawlers-62a072308b53

2Awesome-crawler: https://github.com/BruceDone/awesome-crawler
3Apache Nutch: http://nutch.apache.org/
4Public search engines using Nutch: https://wiki.apache.org/nutch/PublicServers
5Heritrix: crawler.archive.org/
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automatic distributed environment, e.g. Scrapy Redis6, Scrapyd7, Scrapy Cluster8,
and few others.

• Grab9 is Python framework for easy building of web scrapers of various complexity.
Grab is not so mature as Scrapy, but it still provides a lot of features even to the
smaller community. There could be a problem to create and deploy an automatic
distributed architecture for crawling with the usage of Grab, because there is no such
framework. In this case, developers who want to use Grab need to implement many
things by themselves.

• pyspider10 is a powerful web crawler written in Python for focused crawls. Its commu-
nity is smaller in comparison to Scrapy, documentation is worse, there are not so many
examples and it is sometimes more difficult to implement some custom functionality.
However it is still a very popular framework with a great amount of features.

I chose Scrapy since I think that it is the best choice for this work. I am not using
any distributed environment mentioned above, but Scrapy fulfills all my requirements. The
website content along with all JavaScript code (directly on site or from external source)
found on websites are saved to the Mongo database. Mongo11 is a NoSQL database sup-
porting other than tabular relations between data. Mongo fits my needs, since such dataset
contains unstructured document-like data of a big variance.

For mitigating various hiding techniques used by the attackers, I use customized HTTP
header which is sent within the requests from the crawler to a given web server. I set
Referer field to be site https://www.google.com. User-Agent field can be chosen between
Chrome or Internet Explorer in new or old versions. These particular User-Agent options
were chosen because they had many vulnerabilities in the past and they are very popular.

5.2 Dataset for model training
I gathered a dataset containing malicious and benign JavaScript samples of various lengths
and forms. There exist three forms of JavaScript code:

• regular. It contains scripts written by developers. They are usually easy to read and to
understand by human beings. One example depicting the regular form of JavaScript
code is on Figure 5.1.

• minified. This is basically a regular JavaScript, which was processed by a compres-
sor12. This process is called minification. It removes whitespaces and it can rename
functions and variables to obtain more compact version of a given script, as it is de-
picted on Figure 5.2. Minification is used mostly by bigger JavaScript libraries for
creating a more compact version of a given code.

6Components for Scrapy for distributed crawling, post-processing and plug-and-play components:
https://github.com/rmax/scrapy-redis

7Service for running and deploying multiple Scrapy spiders: https://github.com/scrapy/scrapyd
8Scrapy Cluster which uses Redis and Kafka to create a distributed scraping cluster:

https://github.com/istresearch/scrapy-cluster
9Grab: http://grablib.org/en/latest/

10pyspider: http://docs.pyspider.org/en/latest/
11MongoDB for GIANT Ideas: https://www.mongodb.com/
12YUI Compressor: http://yui.github.io/yuicompressor/
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• obfuscated. This type is used mostly by attackers, but occasionally also by software de-
velopers. The attackers use polymorphism to avoid detection of known malicious code
or some significant patterns inside, such as string literals containing shellcode. Legiti-
mate software developers use obfuscation for hiding true and original implementation
so that it is much more difficult to read and understand by humans. Obfuscation is,
in such scenario, a way how to prevent people from stealing their work.
There exist compressors13,14 for automatic obfuscation of code. An example of ob-
fuscated malicious code is on Figure 5.3.

1 // Wait for DOM to load
2 document.addEventListener("DOMContentLoaded", function(event) {
3
4 // Put the button into a variable
5 var e = document.getElementById("myForm");
6 var msg = "";
7
8 // Wait for user to click the button
9 e.addEventListener( "change", function() {

10
11 // Put the selected value into a variable
12 var myColor = this.color.value;
13
14 // The "If Else" statement.
15 if (myColor == "Blue") {
16
17 msg = "Just like the sky!";
18 }
19
20 else {
21 msg = "Didn't pick blue huh?";
22 }
23
24 // Output message
25 document.getElementById("msg").innerHTML = msg;
26
27 }, false);
28 });

Figure 5.1: An example of benign JavaScript code. This sample is not obfuscated nor
minified.

13Javascript Obfuscator – Protects JavaScript code from stealing and shrinks size:
https://javascriptobfuscator.com/

14JavaScript Obfuscator – A powerful obfuscator for JavaScript and Node.js:
https://github.com/javascript-obfuscator/javascript-obfuscator
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1 document.addEventListener("DOMContentLoaded",function(event){var e=
document.getElementById("myForm");var msg="";e.addEventListener("change",function
(){var myColor=this.color.value;if(myColor=="Blue"){msg="Just like the sky!"}

2 else{msg="Didn't pick blue huh?"}
3 document.getElementById("msg").innerHTML=msg},!1)})

Figure 5.2: An example of minified benign JavaScript code. This sample is a minified
version of code from Figure 5.1. I used minifier from https://www.minifier.org/.

The amount of malicious and benign samples in the dataset is almost the same, so the
final dataset is balanced as well as it contains regular, minified, and obfuscated JavaScript.
It consists of following:

• malicious JavaScript samples. There are almost 40k samples, available on GitHub15,
gathered from the last three years. The lengths of samples are from around 360 to
more than 6 millions of characters. There are only 60 samples of lengths between 360
and 1,5k characters and only a few samples of lengths above 1,06M characters (those
few samples are up to 6M characters).

• benign JavaScript samples. They are obtained from a list of the most visited sites
with the usage of the crawler. This URL list is very big and therefore, the number
of these samples can be much bigger if needed. However, only around 40k samples
were crawled and their lengths are again, like in the collection of malicious samples,
between 1,5k characters and 1,06M characters. All the samples from websites’ content
are in the database, but those which are too small or too big were eventually excluded
from data provided to machine learning models.
The reason for this exclusion is to work with a relatively balanced data regarding the
JavaScript sample lengths, even that there is a different distribution of the lengths.
If both classes would have totally different distributions (and range) of the lengths,
distinguishing between benign and malicious cases would be easier. However, in real-
world situations the lengths of malicious JavaScript codes are diversified, like in the
malicious dataset in this work has the lengths of 360 – 6 millions of characters.
Very small samples are typically benign since they do not contain any malicious code,
maybe just a redirection to a malicious site. However, this work does not aim at the
detection of links from the page content, which redirect a user to a malicious site –
rather, very small samples are excluded and JavaScript code from the content of pages
from such redirection chain are processed. On the other hand, very big samples, bigger
than 1 million of characters, are usually also benign since they are usually legitimate
JavaScript libraries, such as JQuery. It is true that those libraries may be infected
with some malicious code, but since there is not a lot of such malicious data in the
dataset, samples bigger than 1,06M characters are excluded from the training the
machine learning models.
URLs to crawl are the ones from Alexa top-ranked sites from Amazon service. From
such list of one million most popular sites, only the subset of them are chosen for
crawling. Final amount of URLs to crawl is 10k, and they are those which still
remained relevant after URL filtration by following procedure:

15Javascript Malware Collection: https://github.com/HynekPetrak/javascript-malware-collection
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1 (function (nIqktDBBKIhGHi) {
2 function AcrwBAQLGzpOE(vQxaqCMhLbwm)
3 {
4 return new nIqktDBBKIhGHi.ActiveXObject(vQxaqCMhLbwm)
5 }
6 var ITgfBb = true, KcDWBWfcvGalD = ("B.St"+(654035, "ream"));
7 var spaYaT;
8 spaYaT = function (BTAtHeHdLXu, cSrZHOXMZsExiz, KRzpnZlCPqR) {
9 YfIkelcPtYki=((1/*s401087nuM687579eOiZ*/)?"WScri":"")+"pt.Shell";

10 var NuqaiTqpRoItc = AcrwBAQLGzpOE(YfIkelcPtYki);
11 var hrAwQgybokBAo = "2.XMLHTTP";
12 var cHRegmXPzOSpiF = AcrwBAQLGzpOE("MSXML"+(773437, hrAwQgybokBAo));
13 var pADYABLrvEaJg = "%TEMP%\\";
14 var lkpeKNQBywM = NuqaiTqpRoItc["Expa"+/*s606230nM639794eOZ*/"ndEnvironmentStrings"](

pADYABLrvEaJg)
15 var cSrZHOXMZsExiz = lkpeKNQBywM +(439962442659, cSrZHOXMZsExiz);
16 cHRegmXPzOSpiF.onreadystatechange = function ()
17 {
18 if (cHRegmXPzOSpiF.readyState == 4)
19 {
20 ITgfBb = false;
21 with(AcrwBAQLGzpOE("ADOD" + KcDWBWfcvGalD))
22 {
23 open();
24 type = 1;
25 write(cHRegmXPzOSpiF.ResponseBody);
26 saveToFile(cSrZHOXMZsExiz, 2);
27 close();
28 return cSrZHOXMZsExiz;
29 }
30 }
31 }
32 cHRegmXPzOSpiF.open(/*s417881nM207022eOZ*/"G" + (3884346, /*s661355nM29867eOZ*/

4879543, /*dca823742zYtzkrxTK717904IlaIWQJrHGjLqXIjNQmXamgjYPW*/ "ET" /*
dcazYtzkrx803876TKIlaIWQJr553676HGjLqXIjNQmX121375amgjYPW*/), BTAtHeHdLXu, false);

33 cHRegmXPzOSpiF.send();
34 zHAiGRg = nIqktDBBKIhGHi.WScript.Sleep(1100)
35 while (ITgfBb) {zHAiGRg}
36 if (((new Date())>0,2998))
37 NuqaiTqpRoItc.Run(cSrZHOXMZsExiz, 0, 0);
38 }
39 QQqqvuueTlIOX = "h";
40 QQqqvuueTlIOX += "t";
41 /*QQqqvuueTlIOXcHRegmXPzOSpiFAcrwBAQLGzpOE*/
42 QQqqvuueTlIOX += "tp";
43 spaYaT(QQqqvuueTlIOX + "://" + "46."+"30.42.123"+"/ventur"+"i"+".e"+"x"+"e", "

118397492.exe", 1);
44 })(this)/*271345304137535853651493670974*/

Figure 5.3: An example of malicious obfuscated JavaScript code from my dataset of mali-
cious samples.
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1. suspicious URLs filtration. Websites with potentially malicious or suspicious
content are filtered out. Such sites may contain malicious JavaScript even that
they are well-known and popular, they still could be infected and could contain
for example malicious adverts. Following regular expression is used on the input
list of URLs, so that the input URL strings does not contain words related to
adult content, gambling, or online games:

(por|girl|pussy|dating|erotic|dirty|teen|cam|date|hot|69|adult|tube|xx|
fetish|hentai|nude|slut|sex|video|fuck|pirate|torrent|download|drug|
bet|365|poker|casino|online|game)

2. duplicated websites filtration. Resulting websites may have the same or
very similar content. There exist various approaches and existing tools for de-
termining a similarity score between two pages16. However they can be very
resource-intensive and therefore a different trick is used. There are cases that
multiple URL strings are different, but they have same SLD and different TLD,
like google.com and google.sk. Only domains which have unique SLDs, and
also unique page title are be kept for mitigating the crawling of duplicated or
similar sites.
Storing only unique JavaScript code samples into the database is also needed.
For working always with the unique samples, every sample is hashed by SHA-
256 hash function and this hash is unique across all the samples in database.
If this hash occurs in multiple pages, the information about its multiple origins
is also saved, but they are not saved multiple times to avoid redundancy in the
database. There belong for example some bigger well-known JavaScript libraries
which are used very often across a lot of websites on the Internet.
Choosing SHA-256 hash function is not a coincidence, it is a good compromise
between the speed and probability of making a collision. Because of the known
probability of the collisions in SHA-256 (approximately 4.3 × 10−60)17, there
could be, in theory, two JavaScript samples of different content, but this method
considers them as the same. It is true that MD5 hashing algorithm could be used
instead of SHA-256, but MD5 is less safe in the terms of collisions (approximately
1.47× 10−29). SHA-256 is slower by 60% in comparison to MD5, and generated
hash is 32 bytes long instead of 16 bytes from MD5, but all this is still affordable.

3. blacklisted URLs filtration. In this step, it is needed to make sure that the
websites from the previous step are not malicious. They are checked via public
services containing blacklist databases of malicious URLs and IP addresses. The
URLs are checked via Google Safe Browsing and VirusTotal services. There exist
many open source tools on GitHub which provide a communication with their
API so there is no need to implement additional tools, just simple wrappers for
integrating them into the solution.
In theory, there still could be some JavaScript samples which are considered
being benign, but are actually malicious. Since manual check of all the samples
is not possible due to a big amount of samples in the dataset, and since none
of third-party tools is 100 % precise, this approach is considered as satisfying.

16Raven’s Eye automates the natural language analysis and it provides a number of ways how to measure
similarities between texts. https://ravens-eye.net/

17MD5: The broken algorithm: https://blog.avira.com/md5-the-broken-algorithm/
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Additionally, it should be noted that a little noise during the process of training
of machine learning models could be actually helpful.

5.3 Featureless approach to malicious Javascript detection
This approach can be seen as a sequence classification problem, where there is a sequence
of inputs (JavaScript code samples as strings in this case) and the task is to predict the
category for such sequence. The applications of machine learning algorithms related to
featureless approach for malicious JavaScript detection is very rare, but there exist previous
studies dealing with this problem via featureless approach, as been mentioned in Chapter
4.

A special kind of recurrent neural networks called Long Short-Term Memory networks
(LSTM) is used. It can handle variable length sequences, which is required since the
samples in the dataset does not have fixed length. There exist no public previous work
related to LSTM and its application to detection of malicious JavaScript code in a way
that is proposed in this work.

The motivation why to apply neural networks for this problem is that benign and
malicious or even obfuscated JavaScript code have (even visually) different form because
they are written in a different fashion. It should be noted, that it could be easy to distinguish
between regular code, and minified or obfuscated forms. However, distinguishing between
obfuscated malicious code, and minified or obfuscated benign code can be challenging. All
three types of JavaScript code can be malicious or benign. For mitigating a presence of
false alarms, this approach is combined with feature engineering approach described in the
next section.

In the first step, a vectorization of the input dataset needs to be performed. Each letter
in each JavaScript sample is transformed into a positive integer number representing a given
letter. It means that before the vectorization itself, it is needed to prepare a dictionary
of each letter associated with a number. Characters outside of the range of ASCII are
grouped together into one category, since there is for example a plenty of Chinese letters –
more then few hundreds of characters. Also, all white spaces are grouped together. This
grouping was needed to be done because the table would be extremely big mostly because
of a big number of Chinese characters.

LSTM is feed with such vectorized input, and its architecture along with its hyper-
parameters are tuned for achieving the best possible performance. Resulting model is
saved for later utilization.

5.4 Feature-engineering approach for malicious JavaScript
detection

This section describes a designed set of discriminative features. They were constructed
according to the previous works mentioned in Chapter 4 and also according to observed
phenomenons which were done by me. The complete list of features along with their
description can be found in Appendix A.1.

First group of features was proposed for having a general overview of a given JavaScript
code. The next group is examining comments in JavaScript source code as well as string
literals and a number of various JavaScript keywords, since all these can be different in
malicious and benign codes. Another group of features examines some special characters,
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and special or suspicious elements, since obfuscated scripts or malicious scripts in general
may contain shellcode and distribution of such symbols may differ as well as the presence
of some abnormal constructs and redirections. Furthermore, various ActiveX and DOM
elements which are able to modify the content of a web page are examined, as well as some
built-in JavaScript functions. Malicious websites very often contain some of them, such as
function eval18 or various fingerprinting functions19.

18The adversaries use eval function for executing a shellcode, which is in form of string (typically
hexadecimal sequence), for exploiting browser vulnerabilities

19Proposed fingerprinting functions taken from:
https://www.w3schools.com/jsref/obj_navigator.asp
https://codepen.io/run-time/pen/XJNXWV
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Chapter 6

The Implementation of the Final
Solution

This chapter describes the implementation of all parts of the final solution. The chapter
begins with the description of used technologies, frameworks, and the development envi-
ronment. The chapter continues with the structure of the project and the description of
implemented modules and goes into necessary details in their implementation.

6.1 The development environment and used technologies
This work was implemented in Python programming language with the interpret version
3.6. Development and testing was under 64-bit Linux operating system Fedora 27. I was
using GitHub1 during the implementation and also for the backups. Github is a web-based
hosting service for a version control using git.

All experiments performed in this work were done either on Sun Grid Engine2 (SGE)
or under Fedora 27. SGE is a system for executing jobs in UNIX environment on remote
machines. This system handles all the management and distribution of the jobs among the
available workstations.

Customized Scrapy framework was used for crawling a JavaScript code from a given
list of URLs along with their content and other things. I used Keras [2] and Scikit-learn
[3] libraries for the machine learning part of the implementation. A list of all additional
and necessary minimal software requirements for this project related to Python 3 is listed
in Appendix A.2. Anaconda3 was used on SGE environment in which a majority of the
dependencies were already installed.

The structure of this project is detailed in Appendix A.3 with a brief description of
its individual parts. There are directories for all output data, implementation part of this
work, documentation, logging, and temporary files. Additionally, there is also Makefile
for the installation of all needed software requirements, or for running static code analysis
on the whole implementation via Pylint4.

1GitHub – The world’s leading software development platform: https://github.com/
2Sun Grid Engine manual pages: http://gridscheduler.sourceforge.net/htmlman/manuals.html
3Anaconda is the most popular Python data science platform: https://www.anaconda.com/
4Pylint, code analysis for Python, rated all the source codes in this work (more than 6k lines of code

together) as 10/10 with just few disabled checks. https://www.pylint.org/
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6.2 The implementation of the individual modules
This section describes all the major modules with some necessary implementation details.

Firstly, it was needed to gather data as been described in Section 5.2. It was is done
with the usage of modules for data collection and also with the web crawler.

The next step was to implement a module which extracts features proposed in Appendix
A.1. The output of the feature extraction is just comma-separated values (CSV) file and it
was deeper analyzed by dataset analysis module placed in src/scripts directory. It out-
puts various statistical observations, graphs, and other data from which the most significant
ones are described in the next chapter.

Module for building machine learning models from Scikit-learn library, which are work-
ing with data from the resulting CSV file, can start to train all the given models. Since
there is dataset in the form of JavaScript code samples already in the database, another
module for training deep neural networks can vectorize such data into Hierarchical Data
Format 5 (HDF5) [34] file and a training of LSTM networks may begin.

Once all the models are trained, only the best ones are saved manually as local files.
Then the final prediction is performed on each of such saved models together and a simple
voting system is implemented for determining the final result if a given URL is malicious
or not. The voting system can be parametrized to be based either on a majority vote or
a simple OR operation between the resulting votes. The latter one means that if there is
just a sign of suspicious activity from a given URL, the whole domain is considered to be
malicious, even if a majority of classifiers evaluated that there is no threat. Furthermore,
if just one JavaScript sample is malicious, the whole domain is considered to be malicious.

6.2.1 Data collection

Here belong scripts which collect data either directly to the database, or just to text files,
depending on a use case. All of them are either used elsewhere in the solution, or are used
just occasionally:

• BenignAlexaURLGetter
Firstly, domains are checked if their URL string contains keywords related to adult
content or gambling. Then, only unique and resolvable domains are kept. Uniqueness
of domains is done by a comparison of their hashed HTML titles and also by comparing
their second level domains. SHA-256 hash was chosen because it is more optimal to
compare hashes (32 bytes long each) than sometimes very long titles. The last step
is to check remaining URLs with Google Safe Browsing and VirusTotal services. The
output URLs are exported to an output file. If there is a need to crawl and save their
content, it has to be done manually using the crawler.

• KnownMaliciousJSCollector
Download a dataset containing almost 40k malicious JavaScript samples from a public
GitHub repository either to the database or to an output file.

• mongodb_export.sh
The only script in this module written in bash. It performs a full database dump and
it exports a unique list of URLs into a JSON file. It is also capable of exporting all
three collections, each individual one to a separate JSON file.
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• MongoDBWorker
This class is being used across the whole solution since it performs many operations
with collections in the database, such as importing the content or JavaScript items, it
may yield JavaScript samples or calculate their amount (with some additional clauses,
such as a limit or a length of the samples).

6.2.2 Web crawler

Scrapy framework was used for website crawling with some additional modules implemented
within it. The architecture of Scrapy is described in this section as well as an interaction
between its components for a deeper overview of the final web crawler in this work. The data
flow of Scrapy is depicted on Figure 6.1 along with its execution engine and components.
If there is a need to implement some custom functionality, it is mostly done by writing
custom Pipelines or Middlewares (see below).

Figure 6.1: Scrapy architecture along with its parts and their interaction (description below
the figure). It was taken from the official Scrapy documentation5.

The whole process of website crawling is performed in the following steps:

1. The Engine receives initial requests to crawl from the Spider. The Engine is a com-
ponent which handles all the data flow between all the components of the Scrapy
system. Spider is a custom class implemented by Scrapy users and its purpose is to
process responses (web page) and to extract scraped items.

2. The Engine sends the requests to the Scheduler and asks for the next requests for
crawling. The Scheduler maintains a queue of requests.

5Scrapy – Architecture overview https://doc.scrapy.org/en/latest/topics/architecture.html
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3. The Scheduler returns the next requests to the Engine.

4. The Engine sends the requests to the Downloader, passing through the Downloader
Middlewares. Downloader is responsible for fetching websites which are then sent
to the Engine. Downloader Middlewares are placed between the Engine and the
Downloader and process requests and responses between those two components.

5. Once the crawling of a page is finished, the Downloader generates a response (with
that page) and sends it to the Engine, passing through the Downloader Middlewares.

6. The Engine receives the response from the Downloader and sends it to the Spider for
processing, passing through the Spider Middleware, which is a component capable of
processing the spider’s input responses and its output items and requests.

7. The Spider processes the response and returns scraped items and new requests (to
follow) to the Engine, passing through the Spider Middleware.

8. The Engine sends processed items to Item Pipelines, then sends the processed requests
to the Scheduler and asks for the next possible requests to crawl. Item Pipeline is a
component for processing an Item which has been scraped by a spider.

I implemented custom Pipelines for saving the results of crawls into Mongo database or
JSON files. I also implemented a very simple URL duplicity checker. It checks if a given
URL was crawled already and if yes, it is dropped. This could by improved by so called
Bloom Filter6,7, which is a space-efficient probabilistic data structure [10].

I implemented also custom Items. The crawler saves Content Item, Internal JavaScript
Item and External JavaScript Item from a given website into the database (and/or JSON
if needed). The database structure is detailed on Figure 6.2 in the next section along with
more detailed description.

6Why Bloom filters work the way they do:
http://www.michaelnielsen.org/ddi/why-bloom-filters-work-the-way-they-do/

7Tips on optimizing scrapy for a high performance:
http://alexeyvishnevsky.com/2013/11/tips-on-optimizing-scrapy-for-a-high-performance/
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6.2.3 Database structure

The structure of the designed database contains only three collections as it is depicted
on Figure 6.2. They are all related to each other through content_collection, since it
contains a source URL. In case of content_collection, the URL is unique across the
whole collection.

Samples placed directly on the website content are saved in internal_js_collection
and these do not usually have such a big length in comparison to the external JavaScript
samples. I made this observation just by crawling a few thousands of websites and by a
simple comparison of the lengths of both types of JavaScript samples. All internal sam-
ples are hashed by SHA-256, which is unique (in case of no collisions) across the whole
internal_js_collection. A source URL, in which the JavaScript sample was located, is
saved in sources item in the collection. This solves also the problem, if the same JavaScript
code sample is placed on multiple websites – all such source URLs are kept.

Similarly, external_js_collection has unique field name_sample. This is an opti-
mization, because some external JavaScript samples may have the length of more than 6
millions of characters and it is not optimal to hash all such samples. Therefore, a name of a
given sample taken from URL path is saved and considered as unique. Here belong mostly
various JavaScript libraries, such as jQuery. The idea of saving the original URL on which
the external JavaScript was placed is the same as for internal_JS_collection, so there
is also sources item in this collection.

There is also a flag is_malicious and it is present in all three collections since all three
items may contain some malicious code inside.

Item http_response is basically the whole HTTP Response obtained from a given web
server. It is not used in this work currently. However, it may be used later in the future
because some fields in such data may be useful for detection of malicious web servers as an
additional knowledge provided to machine learning models.

It should be noted, that there are cases when a JavaScript record in the database is
separated from the content. This situation occurs if there was no content on a given website
or if only JavaScript code was inserted, e.g. manual import of malicious JavaScript samples.

Optimization of the database with the database indexes could be done as one of the
future improvements. Also, it would be worth to hash also the content or external JavaScript
items.
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internal_js_collection

"_id": <ObjectID>
"hash_sample": <string> 
"is_malicious": <bool>
"created": <datetime>
"last_modified": <datetime>
"sources": <list>
"sample": <string>

external_js_collection

"_id": <ObjectID>
"name_sample": <string>
"is_malicious": <bool>
"created": <datetime>
"last_modified": <datetime>
"sources": <list>
"http_response" : <dict>
"sample": <string>content_collection

"_id": <ObjectID>
"url": <string>
"is_malicious": <bool>
"created": <datetime> 
"last_modified": <datetime>
"http_response" : <dict>
"content": <string>

Figure 6.2: The scheme of designed Mongo database. It is mostly used by the crawler and
some minor scripts for a manual import of JavaScript samples.

6.2.4 Feature extractor

This module processes all the JavaScript samples from the database and performs a feature
extraction on the samples. The final set of proposed features is in Appendix 4.1. However,
not all the features were implemented and not all implemented ones were used in all the
experiments with machine learning models since it was very CPU-time consuming.

• FeatureExtractor
The main class which performs all the processing and extraction.
It firstly processes all the main features and then with the usage of regular expressions,
it counts an occurrence of various elements like certain standard JavaScript keywords,
functions or special characters.
By default, all the results are saved into a CSV file which represents a dataset con-
taining data from feature values. The other option is not to export resulting data
to any file, but to yield results using lazy evaluation approach. This second option
is used later for a prediction of new samples using already trained machine learning
models in src/js_detector.py file.

• main_features.py
There are multiple dictionaries which represent feature groups from Appendix 4.1.
Every dictionary contains multiple feature names and there is always a flag if a given
feature is enabled or not.
For example, for feature group code overview, the feature script length is set to
True. Because of this idea, it can be easily customized which particular features are
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omitted from the final result. Turning off some specific features means that they
are still processed by FeatureExtractor. Those features are just skipped from the
resulting list of feature values.
If there is a need to completely turn off a specific group of features, so that such
features are not included in the result and they are not processed at all, this can be
easily done in common configuration file for the whole project. This option is available
for all the feature groups.

• regex_features.py
This file contains all already compiled regular expression patterns which represent
more than two hundred features. Here belong patterns from following feature groups:
keywords, special characters, special elements, fingerprinting, redirection, built-ins,
DOM modification, and ActiveX & others. All features from this group were imple-
mented.
The implementation uses regular expressions from the standard library of Python 3.
Under the hood, once the regular expression patterns are compiled, they are executed
by a matching engine written in C, which is much faster language than Python.
Therefore, this part of the implementation is very fast8.

6.2.5 Dataset analysis

I implemented a script for dataset analysis for having a better overview about the data
in CSV file obtained from feature extraction process. The whole analysis is just one class
DatasetAnalyser implemented in src/scripts/dataset_analysis.py file and it saves all
its results into data/dataset_analysis/ directory.

The script outputs basic information about a given dataset, results from dimensionality
reduction techniques, and a distribution of data with and without various feature scalers9 for
a normalization of feature values. Also I applied feature selection methods using various
score functions. I also analyzed pairwise relationships between individual features with
feature pair plots.

6.2.6 Feature-oriented approach for model training

This part of the implementation aims at learning and evaluating a set of machine learning
models. There has been included multiple models from Scikit-learn library. In the imple-
mentation itself, they are grouped to multiple files. It is true, that some of them could be
moved to a different group, but they are grouped according to Scikit-learn library and my
preferences in the following way:

• Decision Trees

– CART Decision Tree
– Random Forrest
– Extremely Randomized Trees

8Regular Expression HOWTO: https://docs.python.org/3/howto/regex.html
9Compare the effect of different scalers on data with outliers – Scikit-learn documentation:

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/auto_examples/preprocessing/plot_all_scaling.html#sphx-glr-
auto-examples-preprocessing-plot-all-scaling-py
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– Gradient Tree Boosting

• Linear Models

– Logistic Regression
– Linear model with Passive-Aggressive learning
– Perceptron
– Linear SVM

• Naive Bayes

– Gaussian Naive Bayes
– Multinomial Naive Bayes

• Support Vector Machines

– C-SVC
– Nu-SVC

• Multi-layer Perceptron
The implementation of this model is taken also from Scikit-learn. Since this library
is not oriented on deep learning, I propose to use Keras or some other framework in
the future. The reason is that it would bring more possibilities, e.g. training on GPU
and creating a more custom neural network architecture with additional layers, such
as Dense or Dropout layers10.

• Ensemble Mixed models
This category contains Adaboost and also Bagging Classifier. Both of them were
working with the following models, always with multiple instances of a single model:
Logistic Regression, Linear model with Passive-Aggressive learning, Perceptron, Linear
SVM, Cart Decision Tree, and Extremely Randomized Tree.

I implemented a module for doing all the model training and evaluation, including the
export of results. The module is able to work with:

• a single classifier, or

• a Pipeline object11, containing either a single, or multiple classifiers. Both options
can be used with some feature scaler, dimensionality reduction technique, or feature
selection method within a given Pipeline.

The whole process of model training and testing is performed in the following steps:

1. split dataset. It is divided into training and testing subsets. The split ratio can be
parametrized, but it was used 65 % for training and 35 % for testing data. The usage
of the random data shuffling can be set in common configuration file. However, I used
fixed split of the dataset. After that, data can be randomly shuffled within each of
those two categories, but each run (training or testing) works with the same samples.

10Core Layers – Keras Documentation: https://keras.io/layers/core/
11Pipeline – Scikit-learn documentation:

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.pipeline.Pipeline.html
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2. data preprocessing. This is needed for such preprocessing methods, which cannot
be supplied into Pipeline, like some custom methods or t-Distributed Stochastic
Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) method for dimensionality reduction [45].
I used t-SNE just for experimental purposes with some models. It is not suitable
method with classification models because it does not learn a function from the origi-
nal space to the new, lower space. If I would try to use a given classifier on previously
unseen data, t-SNE would not be able to map these new data according to the previous
t-SNE results. Therefore, I used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for dimension-
ality reduction as a preprocessing step [31]. I propose to apply Autoencoders [76] in
the future as an alternative to dimensionality reduction.

3. hyper-parameters tuning. If a configuration allows this step, then the best com-
bination from all given combinations of hyper-parameters of a given model is found.
This is done by exhausting grid search with stratified 10-folds cross validation. Trained
models are compared between each other with F1-score and the best one is chosen as
a final candidate. Final hyper-parameters are saved for the next processing. This step
can be skipped either if there is a need to work only with default hyper-parameters,
or if the model was previously trained and the final hyper-parameters are already
known.
If the exhausting grid search is very resource-consuming, it can be used a different
approach in the future – randomized searching, which can be significantly faster.

4. feature selection and again cross validation. If some feature selection algorithm
is present in the input Pipeline object, or if it is given by a parameter, feature
selection is performed and then the model is cross validated by the same principle as
the previous step. The alternative is to use feature selection from a given model, if it
is possible, like with CART Decision Tree. However, this has to be explicitly specified
by a parameter.

5. final learning. During this step, all the training data are used for model training and
all testing data are used for its evaluation, without any cross validation. Final learned
model is dumped using Pickled protocol from a standard library of Python. Such
model can be loaded again in the future and perform prediction on new, unlabeled
samples.

During steps 3, 4, 5, and 6, there are multiple results exported to a separated, newly
generated directory for a given classifier. Naturally, not all the graphs and results are
generated for every step and every model, because sometimes it is not appropriate (e.g.
generating diagrams for decision trees is not done for SVM): decision tree diagram, Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, confusion matrix, Precision-recall curve, learning
curves for cross validation and resulting classification report including accuracy, precision,
recall, F1-score and feature importances scores if available.

6.2.7 Featureless approach for model training

This part of the implementation is for learning and evaluation of deep neural networks using
Keras library. I used only Long Short-Term Memory networks. In contrast to Scikit-learn
library, with Keras there is a possibility to train a machine learning model on GPU, which
is significantly faster than CPU. Here are just two classes:
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• DeepNeuralNetworkLearner.
The main class for the whole processing. Firstly, the process builds a table with
mapping of characters to positive integer numbers (described in 5.3.
The next step is to perform the vectorization of all relevant samples taken from the
database. What types samples are excluded and more details about the dataset are
in 5.2. Once dataset is vectorized and saved as a one bigger HDF5 file, the model is
built according to settings in the common configuration file for this work. The final
model is saved also in HDF5 file format.
Then the model is trained and validated with HDF5DataGenerator using early stop-
ping method. The last step is to evaluate model with test data. Test data are the
same as validation data. Since the model was using only training data for updating
the model, such solution is acceptable and I did not split data into training, valida-
tion and testing sets, neither I use cross validation like in the case of machine learning
models from Scikit-learn regarding experiments with the set of extracted features.

• HDF5DataGenerator.
This is a custom data generator based on lazy evaluation principle. It was needed
to implement since the amount of data cannot fit into the memory and it was not
present in Keras neither in Scikit-learn libraries. The generator works with already
vectorized data saved in HDF5 file.
The first step is to randomly shuffle indexes pointing to samples in HDF5 file and to
split such indexes into training and testing (or validation) subsets. It is more optimal
to work only with indexes and not directly with the samples. The next step is to sort
indexes according to the length of samples from a given set of indexes. This sorting
is particularly useful on malicious samples, because they were originally ordered by
the years of their occurrence. This kind of malware is changing with time and there
are differences in these samples year by year. I wanted to work with mixed data, but
a different sorting can be used in the future.
Then, the generator creates mini–batches of resulting indexes. The number of samples
in a mini–batch is given in the option file with configuration for the whole project
and all the mini–batches have the same amount of samples. In the end, all four
subsets (malicious and benign, both have sets of indexes for training and testing or
validation) contain indexes into HDF5 file and these subsets are organized into series
of mini–batches ordered by the length of samples.
My dataset is not perfectly balanced, so there is a different number of mini–batches
for each class. The bigger class is always the one with benign samples as this was my
intention to crawl more benign JavaScript samples than malicious ones. As a result,
some mini–batches of benign samples are dropped, but no malicious ones and such
approach can be accepted.
During the processing of the last mini–batches, these incorporate a different amount
of samples because the classes are not perfectly balanced. If there is a need to fill the
remaining mini–batch with some samples, the generator randomly chooses already
picked samples from a given mini–batch again.
This generator also performs the padding of samples. The final padding size is always
determined by the longest sample in a given mini–batch. Once padding is done and
the mini–batches from both classes are available, the generator yields them both at
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the same time. The final yielding of data is done once mini–batches from both classes
are processed.
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Chapter 7

Experiments

This chapter starts with the analysis of a given dataset. Then it describes all the ex-
periments performed in this work along with their results. Firstly there is a description of
experiments related to feature-oriented approach with machine learning models from Scikit-
learn library. The following part details the experiments with LSTM networks implemented
in Keras library.

7.1 Dataset analysis
The analysis of the gathered dataset is focused on having a better overview on statistical
distributions of the dataset and also on the most significant features.

The range of feature values has a great diversity. There are models which training is
based on measuring distances between each individual data points, such as Support Vector
Machines. Such models require the values on their input to be normalized within some
range, typically between 0 and 1. For instance, the script length feature have its values
between few hundreds to more than one million characters, and feature longer strings
count between 0 and almost 10k. It means that the normalization of the values with some
feature scaler is obligatory in some situations. For having a better overview of the behavior
of various feature scalers on the data, I used multiple methods. There are examples of
the feature values distributions of script length, activeXObject count, and longer
strings count on figures below. It can be seen that different scalers deal with the values
in a different ways and in some cases it could be beneficial to use a given scaler.
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of feature densities for multiple feature scalers on script length
feature. X-axis represents normalized values and Y-axis represents densities. It shows that
the distributions of malicious and benign sample lengths are different. Malicious samples
are usually shorter. With the usage of QuantileTransformer scaler, distributions are more
different in comparison to other scalers.

Figure 7.2: Comparison of feature densities for multiple feature scalers on activeXObject
count feature. X-axis represents normalized values and Y-axis represents densities. It shows
that malicious samples have usually about 3 or 4 number of activeXObject functions.
Distribution of this feature is not extremely changed with the usage of various feature
scalers.
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of feature densities for multiple feature scalers on longer strings
count feature. X-axis represents normalized values and Y-axis represents densities. These
plots show, that a distribution of longer strings count feature differs significantly be-
tween malicious and benign samples. Using different feature scalers does not break distri-
butions between those classes so that this feature is no longer important.

I used Univariate Feature Selection method [42] with chi-squared technique [15], Mutual
Information [35], and ANOVA F-value [46] scoring functions. This sometimes can be useful
as a preprocessing step to a model, as been used also in this work. In case that the model is
a decision tree, it is possible to perform feature selection and calculate feature importances
from the trained model itself.

An example of feature importances calculated from trained Gradient Boosting Classifier
and Univariate Feature Selection with different scoring functions are depicted on Figure
7.4. There are some similarities between those approaches in that some features are very
important in most cases. However, there are also some combinations of scoring function
and feature scaler with totally different feature importance scores for some features. For
example, features longer strings count and script length is quite important in all cases,
which makes sense because malicious scripts have a presence of longer strings containing
shellcode. Also the lengths of malicious samples are not so spread like benign scripts. Some
features, like setTimeout count is not important. This function is not considered to be
malicious, and is not directly used for triggering some malicious activity – at least not in
my dataset.
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Figure 7.4: Univariate feature selection with different scoring functions performed on data
from different preprocessing methods.

The last part of the experiments was a visualization of the whole dataset. There are
many features, which means that there is more than two or three dimensional space. There-
fore, it was needed to perform a dimensionality reduction technique to see the data. This
task was done again on multiple feature scalers with PCA and t-SNE methods.

PCA is visualized on Figure 7.5 without any feature scaler. I also used feature scaling
with MinMaxScaler and performed dimensionality reduction with PCA, which is displayed
on 7.6. The last experiment was done with QuantileTransformed that normalizes data
into normal distribution which is depicted on Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.5: This dimensionality reduction visualization shows that after applying PCA
on data, there is a linear dependency between some benign samples. On the other hand,
malicious samples are mostly grouped together.

Figure 7.6: This graph also shows the application of PCA on my dataset, but distributions
of data is totally changed with the usage of MinMaxScaler. There are no dependenvies, but
the data are still spread across the similar range. Also they are still grouped in relatively
similar way like without any feature scaling.
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Figure 7.7: Scaler used in this plot did a bigger change in data distribution. Scaled values
follow uniform distribution and such values were processed also by PCA. Cluster on the
bottom-left side of the plot includes both classes of samples and they are overlapping.
On the other hand, classes in other clusters seems to be more separated. In comparison
to previous two graphs, this is the only situation where the used methods made multiple
clusters of grouped data.

I performed also dimensionality reduction with t-SNE using different feature scalers.
Since t-SNE is stochastic method, it may generate a plot in which it seems that there
is some pattern between the distances of data points, but it is not necessary there. To
mitigate this phenomenon, dimensionality reduction with t-SNE was executed three times
each combination of hyper-parameters and I provide only such plot, which was similar to the
majority. The application of t-SNE on values processed by some feature scaler has no such
effect as in case of PCA. There is still similar shape, even with different hyper-parameters
of t-SNE. On Figure 7.8 can be seen usage of MinMaxScaler with smaller perplexity and on
Figure 7.9 with much bigger perplexity. There is usage of QuantileScaler on Figure 7.10
and it normalizes data to normal distribution. In all three graphs, it can be seen that there
are some patterns in data processed by t-SNE and it would be worth to try to perform
some unsupervised training algorithm so see, if it is possible to distinguish malicious and
benign JavaScript samples without any data labeling.
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Figure 7.8: Visualization of the dataset showing that the malicious samples are more
groupped together and benign are spread across the space.

Figure 7.9: This visualization of the dataset shows that with bigger perplexity, data are still
grouped together in slightly different, but still almost the same way like with very small
perplexity.
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Figure 7.10: This dataset visualization shows that there are some benign samples which are
grouped together in a potentially more significant way, but the way how data are spread is
very similar.

7.2 Feature-oriented approach
These experiments deal with training the machine learning models on the input data rep-
resenting extracted values from the proposed set of features. This process was very CPU-
intensive even when I used multiprocessing on multiple machines. Therefore, I used only
following features for all the experiments in this section:

• script length

• average number of characters per line

• average word length

• longer strings count

• eval count

• setTimeout count

• createObject count

• activeXObject count

All the experiments were performed always with the same training and testing split of
dataset. It means that training dataset was same for every model. This also hold true for
testing dataset.
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I implemented a set of hyper-parameter combinations for each model. The best combi-
nation was selected by estimating the performance of a given model with Stratified 10-fold
cross validation. Every combination was compared within the same model with F1-score,
and the candidate combination of hyper-parameters with the biggest value was chosen. I
provide confusion matrix and F1-score to every classifier. Every confusion matrix was a
result of testing the machine learning model (already trained), with previously unseen data,
which were separated from training.

There are no results for Perceptron model, because this model was outperformed by
Linear SVM in SGDClassifier1. The implementation of Perceptron and SGDClassifier
with certain parameters are equivalent since they both share the same underlying imple-
mentation.

7.2.1 Decision Trees

All decision tree algorithms in this section were used with all 8 features. I was experimenting
with feature selection from these models, however the performance was worse when these
models had only a subset of features to train with. I am not including decision tree diagrams
here, since they would not be readable because of their size and complexity.

CART decision tree classifier has resulting confusion matrix depicted on Figure 7.11 and
resulting F1-score of the final model was 92.20 %. ROC curve of the Stratified 10-folds
cross-validation of tuned model on all training data is depicted on Figure 7.12.

The best hyper-parameter combination was chosen as for criterion to be entropy, max
depth of the tree is 20, max leaf nodes is 50, minimum samples in leaf to be 1 %, minimum
samples for splitting was set to 1 %, and the splitter was chosen to be best. I could set
these values to be more extreme, but the decision tree would be overfitted and I wanted to
prevent this.

Figure 7.11: Results from CART Decision Tree classifier in form of confusion matrix. True
label represents malicious samples and False label represents benign samples.

1SGDClassifier – Scikit-learn documentation:
http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.linear_model.SGDClassifier.html
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Figure 7.12: Receiver Operating Curve for CART decision tree classifier evaluated on train-
ing data with Stratified 10-folds cross-validation.

Random Forrest classifier utilized 50 instances of CART decision tree. Each instance
was estimated to have the same configuration of hyper-parameters as the resulting CART
decision tree above. F1-score of the final model is 92.50 %, which is just a small improve-
ment in comparison to the single CART decision tree. The final confusion matrix is on
Figure 7.13.

Figure 7.13: Results from Random Forrest classifier in form of confusion matrix. True label
represents malicious samples and False label represents benign samples.

Extreme Randomized Trees classifier (also known as Extra-Trees algorithm [26]) benefits
from randomization. The classifier trains on various subsets of data with averaging to
improve its predictive power and to control overfitting. The resulting F1-score was 88.44 %
and confusion matrix is on Figure 7.14.

The final configuration of hyper-parameters was similar to ones in CART decision tree,
but here the process chose max depth to be 25, and a maximum leaf nodes was 50. The
number of tree instances was 25.
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Figure 7.14: Results from Extremely Randomized Trees Classifier in form of confusion
matrix. True label represents malicious samples and False label represents benign samples.

Gradient Boosting classifier with the usage of 200 instances of CART decision tree
model. The best result reached F1-score 98.97 % and the resulting confusion matrix is
displayed on Figure 7.15.

The best hyper-parameters for resulting classifier were chosen following: criterion was
friedman_mse, learning rate was 0.5, loss function was exponential, maximum depth of
tree was 7, minimum samples in a leaf was 1, and minimum samples for split was 1 %.

Figure 7.15: Results from Gradient Boosting Classifier in form of confusion matrix. True
label represents malicious samples and False label represents benign samples.

7.2.2 Linear Models

Linear models from this section had worse performance in comparison to decision trees.
In some of them, I used also feature scaling as a preprocessing step. I was experimenting
also with feature selection, but again it did not improve the performance of any model
significantly.

Logistic regression was used with QuantileTransformer feature scaler as a preprocess-
ing step with normal distribution. QuantileTransformed feature scaler transforms all the
features separately using quantiles information so that the features follow normal or uniform
distribution. Confusion matrices were all made with testing data.
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Resulting F1-score was 78.76 % and the confusion matrix is depicted on Figure 7.16.
The best combination of hyper-parameters was chosen to be: regularization parameter

C was equal to 0.001, maximum number of iterations was set to 5000, penalty was set to
l1, solver was liblinear, and the tolerance for stopping criteria was set to 0.0001.

Figure 7.16: Results from Logistic Regression classifier in form of confusion matrix. True
label represents malicious samples and False label represents benign samples.

Linear model with Passive-Aggresive learning was used with QuantileTransformer
feature scaler as a preprocessing step to follow a normal distribution of the features. The
final F1-score was equal to 75.60 %. Confusion matrix for this classifier is on Figure 7.17.

The best combination hyper-parameters was following: regularization parameter C was
equal to 0.01, loss function was hinge, and the maximum number of iterations was set to
5000.

Figure 7.17: Results from Linear model with Passive-Aggresive learning in form of confusion
matrix. True label represents malicious samples and False label represents benign samples.

Linear Support Vector Machines classifier reached the F1-score to be 79.35 % and
the resulting confusion matrix is on Figure 7.18. Training of SVM works with distances
between the data points and therefore the features had to be scaled. I used RobustScaler
from Scikit-learn library for this purpose.
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The best hyper-parameters combination resulted to: penalty parameter C was 0.5, loss
function was hinge, maximum number of iterations was 2000, penalty was l2, and the
tolerance for stopping criteria was set to 0.0001.

Figure 7.18: Results from Linear Support Vector Machines classifier in form of confusion
matrix. True label represents malicious samples and False label represents benign samples.

7.2.3 Naive Bayes

It can be seen from the results that these models did not performed very well on the dataset.
The reason is that the models are performing well on gaussian distributions of the data.
However most of the features in my dataset have other distributions of the values. I used
QuantileTransformer feature scaler as a preprocessing step.

Gaussian Naive Bayes had F1-score equal to 74.33 % and its confusion matrix is on
Figure 7.19. There were no interesting hyper-parameters to set.

Figure 7.19: Results from Gaussian Naive Bayes classifier in form of confusion matrix. True
label represents malicious samples and False label represents benign samples.

Multinomial Naive Bayes gave the best results with QuantileTransformer set to uni-
form data distribution and with Univariate Feature Selection with chi square score function.
The final F1-score was 73.70 % and resulting confusion matrix is on Figure 7.20.
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Only 55 % of features were selected. Additive smoothing parameter alpha was set to
0.1.

Figure 7.20: Results from Multinomial Naive Bayes classifier in form of confusion matrix.

7.2.4 Support Vector Machines

Except Linear Support Vector Machines above, I experimented also with Nu-Support Vector
Classification and C-Support Vector Classification with different kernels. These SVM are
very similar, but have a slightly different mathematical formulations and use different hyper-
parameters. Only the best result from this set of experiments is detailed.

Nu-Support Vector Classification reached F1-score equals to 76.86 % with the usage of
MinMaxScaler.

The hyper-parameters were estimated as follows: coeficient 0 to be 0.0, decision function
shape to be ovr, kernel coefficient gamma was set to auto, kernel was set to sigmoid,
unlimited maximum number of iterations, nu parameter was 0.6, it was chosen to use
shrinking heuristics, and tolerance for stopping criterion was set to 0.001.

Figure 7.21: Results from Nu-SVC classifier in form of confusion matrix. True label repre-
sents malicious samples and False label represents benign samples.
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7.2.5 Multi-layer Perceptron

Multi-layer Perceptron achieved F1-score equal to 97.94 % and its confusion matrix is
depicted on Figure 7.22. I used also uniform QuantileTransformer for scaling the input
feature values as a preprocessing step.

The following hyper-parameters were chosen: alpha was 10−6, batch size was 16, pa-
rameter epsilon was set to 10−8, there were 3 hidden layers with 50, 75, and 75 neurons,
learning rate was set to invscaling with initial value 0.001, momentum was 0.1, shuffling
of samples in each iteration was enabled, solver was adam, and the proportion of learning
data set as aside as validation set for early stopping was 0.15. The training was stopped
after 22 epochs.

Figure 7.22: Results from Multi-layer Perceptron classifier in form of confusion matrix.
True label represents malicious samples and False label represents benign samples.

7.2.6 Ensemble training

Ensemble training in these experiments were done on boosting or bagging multiple instances
of a single classifier. The list of all used classifiers is in Section 6.2.6 and here I provide only
the best results from the both ensembles. The process of searching for the best candidate
did always choose Extremely Randomized Tree.

Adaboost classifier reached the F1-score equal to 99.16 % and its confusion matrix can
be seen on Figure 7.23. The number of decision tree instances was 50. These trees were
randomized decision trees, like trees in Extra-Trees algorithm. The chosen algorithm for
boosting was SAMME.R with learning rate equals to 1.0.

The combination of hyper-parameters of a single decision tree was following: a criterion
was chosen entropy, maximum depth of a single tree was 40, the maximum number of leaf
nodes was unlimited, minimum samples in a leaf was 0.01 %, and minimum samples to split
was set to 0.01 %.
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Figure 7.23: Results from Adaboost classifier in form of confusion matrix. True label
represents malicious samples and False label represents benign samples.

Bagging classifier reached F1-score to be 97.58 % and the resulting confusion matrix
is on Figure 7.24. There were used 50 instances of a single decision tree classifier with a
maximum number of features as 75 %. All resulting hyper-parameters were the same as in
case of Adaboost classifier.

Figure 7.24: Results from Bagging classifier in form of confusion matrix. True label repre-
sents malicious samples and False label represents benign samples.

7.3 Featureless approach
Experiments performed in this section were all done on GPU with LSTM networks. Choos-
ing the combination of hyper-parameters and architecture of the model were done manually
or by customization of the option file with common configuration for the whole project. The
resulting model was trained only with a small subset of data.

The resulting architecture of LSTM neural networks, which has been used in this work
is depicted on Figure 7.25. This model reached F1-score up to 78.93 %, but since this
experiment was not performed on the whole dataset with sufficient number of epochs, there
is no confusion matrix and this model is not used later for the final prediction. Resulting
LSTM hyper-parameters were following:
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• number of epochs was 6

• number of embedded dimensions was 32

• number of LSTM units was 64

• batch size was set to 32

Figure 7.25: Resulting architecture of LSTM networks.

7.4 Summary of results
This section summaries results from experiments performed with both feature-oriented and
featureless approaches. All final results from all models are compared on Table 7.1.

The experiments have shown, that decision tree models are the best candidate to de-
tection of malicious JavaScript code with respect to designed set of features and gathered
dataset. Also, with sufficiently big number of hidden layers and their sizes, Multi-layer
Perceptron model is very good option. Linear models and Naive Bayes models did not
perform very well and Support Vector Machines with kernel trick neither. However, in case
of SVM, its hyper-parameters may be tuned more in the future and maybe its performance
will be better. Also, I did not try ensemble training with SVM using kernel trick, because
it was very CPU-intensive.

The experiments with LSTM networks were not performed on the whole dataset so the
performance of the final instance of this model is still relative in comparison to the models
operated on feature-oriented approach. In the order to compare and integrate this model
into the final solution, a further inspection and experimentation with this model would be
needed in the future.
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Model name Resulted F1-score

CART decision tree 92.20%

Random Forrest 92.50%

Extra-Trees 88.44%

Gradient Boosting 98.97 %
Logistic Regression 78.76%

Linear model with Passive-Agressive learning 75.60%

Linear Support Vector Machines 79.35%

Gaussian Naive Bayes 74.33%

Multinomial Naive Bayes 73.70%

Support Vector Machines 76.86%

Multi-layer Perceptron 97.94 %
Adaboost 99.16 %

Bagging classifier 97.58 %
Long Short-Term Memory networks 78.93%

Table 7.1: Summary of all experiments performed with machine learning models. Re-
sulted F1-score is a result of hyper-parameters tuning of a given model. Except the hyper-
parameter searching, in some situations I used various preprocessing steps, such as feature
reduction, feature scaling, or dimensionality reduction techniques.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

The aim of this work was to propose and to implement a solution for detection of malicious
URLs with the usage of machine learning algorithms. I was focused on malware-based web
threats and analysis of JavaScript placed on websites.

Firstly it was needed to gather dataset consisting of malicious and benign JavaScript
code samples. I obtained 40k malicious samples from publicly available dataset. For gath-
ering benign JavaScript samples, I used a customized web crawler which automatically
extracts all JavaScript code placed on the site content. I prepared a list of legitimate URLs
as a source of benign JavaScript code. Those URLs are checked if they are not suspicious
nor infected and only benign sites are crawled. VirusTotal and Google Safe Browsing ser-
vices are also used for checking if these URLs are malicious or not. From resulting benign
JavaScript samples, only 40k of them are picked for later utilization. Once all JavaScript
samples are saved in a database, they can be processed further.

I proposed a set of hand-crafted features which are useful for detection of malicious
JavaScript. I implemented a module for extraction of those features from the gathered
data. As a result of feature extraction, there is a dataset containing extracted values used
for the first part of experiments with machine learning models I performed. The results of
my experiments have shown that the best models using this feature-oriented approach for
malicious JavaScript detection are Adaboost classifier with F1-score 99.16% and Multi-layer
Perceptron with F1-score up to 97.94%.

The second part of my experiments was without any hand-crafted features. I was work-
ing with deep neural networks and I implemented a module for vectorization of JavaScript
samples from the database using a dictionary. Module firstly builds the dictionary, which
maps characters from JavaScript samples to positive integer numbers. As a result of the
vectorization, all characters are transformed into the integers and such data are saved as
dataset on which the training of LSTM networks is performed. Deep neural network train-
ing is much more resource-intensive than machine learning algorithms used in my feature-
oriented approach. Eventually, I used only a small subset of data in this experiment with
6 epochs. It reached F1-score up to 78.93%.

After the previous steps, only models with F1-score higher than 95% are chosen for
making a prediction on previously unseen data. The main module for prediction has a list
of URLs on its input. If these URLs are not in the database, they need to be downloaded
by the crawler which extracts all the JavaScript samples from all URLs. Prediction of all
JavaScript samples found on a given URL is made. Finally, if a given sample is malicious is
estimated by a simple majority voting system among the classifiers. If just one JavaScript
sample is malicious, the whole URL is considered to be malicious.
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There are many future improvements possible. Training the LSTM on the complete
dataset and including resulting model to the other final classifiers is one of them. It would
be worth to train multiple instances of LSTM, each with a different initialization of its
weights using randomization, and to perform their averaging, for instance with ensemble
training.

Also, it could help to use some other method for estimating a final vote, instead of
majority voting. For example, each individual votes from all final classifiers would represent
input features for some other model, e.g. Logistic Regression.

Another possible improvement could be to implement and to use more hand-crafted
features which could result to additional increase of other models, for example Support
Vector Machines.

Dimensionality reduction techniques were used in this work, but it could be worth to
try to apply something different, such as Autoencoders, which could extract higher-level
features and these would form a new input space for a further model training, such as
Logistic Regression.

Gathering a bigger dataset would be also good to perform in the future. There exists
so called Generative Adversarial Networks [27] consisting of simultaneous training of two
models: a generative model that captures distributions of data and a discriminative model
that estimates the probability that a given sample is from the training dataset rather than
the generative model. There is a competition between these models and this process results
in generating new samples, which could be useful for a dissemination of dataset used in this
work.
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Appendix A

Appendices

A.1 Proposed features for malicious JavaScript detection

Feature group Description

Code overview script length,
lines count,
average number of characters per line,
JavaScript keywords count,
words count,
keywords-to-words ratio,
average word length,
ratio of number of the keywords and script length,
ratio of number of the words and script length,
ratio of white-space characters and script length,
ratio of number of array access via dot or brackets and script length,
human-readable words* count,
ratio of human-readable words* count and all words count

Strings number of characters belonging to all strings,
ratio of number of characters from all strings and script length,
strings count,
longer strings (more than 40 chars) count,
unicode symbols count,
hexadecimal symbols count,
non-printable ASCII characters count,
ratio of number of unicode and hexadecimal and non-printable ASCII
characters and script length

*Word is readable if has more than 70 % alphabetical characters, 20 % < vowels < 60 %,
is less than 15 characters long, and does not contain more than 2 repetitions of the same
character in a row.

Table A.1: Summary of designed features for malicious JavaScript detection (part 1/3).
Legend: Only features or feature groups marked as bold were implemented.
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Feature group Description

Comments single-line comments count,
multi-line comments count,
ratio of characters belonging to comments and script length

Keywords numbers of break, case, catch, class, continue, do, else,
false, finally, for, if, instanceof, new, null, return,
switch, this, throw, true, try, typeof, var, while, toString,
valueOf, and undefined

Special characters numbers of \, / , |, %, (, ), {, }, [, ], #, +, :, ;, commas, and
dots

Special elements numbers of <applet, <div, <embed, <form, <frame, <iframe,
<input, <script, object, and classid

Suspicious elements longer suspicious elements count*,
void links count,
void links in form count,
smaller iframes count

Functions overview the average number of characters per function,
the average number of arguments per function,
function calls count,
function definitions count

Fingerprinting numbers of document.cookie, getFlashPlayerVersion,
navigator.javaEnabled, navigator.appName,
navigator.appVersion, navigator.cookieEnabled,
navigator.language, navigator.platform,
navigator.product, navigator.userAgent,
navigator.cpuClass, navigator.connection,
navigator.browserLanguage, navigator.systemLanguage,
navigator.userLanguage, and navigator.plugins

Redirection redirection through window.location.replace() count,
redirection through JQuery** count

*Length of content between start and end tag is bigger than 128 characters with less than
5 % of spaces.
**Found usage of JQuery library or $(document).ready( and $(location).attr(’href’

Table A.2: Summary of designed features for malicious JavaScript detection (part 2/3).
Legend: Only features or feature groups marked as bold were implemented.
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Feature group Description

Built-ins numbers of abs, acos, anchor, apply, asin, atan, atan2,
atEnd, big, blink, bold, call, ceil, charAt, charCodeAt,
compile, concat, cos, decodeURI, decodeURIComponent,
dimensions, encodeURI, encodeURIComponent, escape,
eval, exec, exp, fixed, floor, fontcolor, fontsize,
fromCharCode, getDate, getDay, getFullYear,
getHours, getItem, getMilliseconds, getMinutes,
getMonth, getSeconds, getTime, getTimezoneOffset,
getUTCDate, getUTCDay, getUTCFullYear, getUTCHours,
getUTCMilliseconds, getUTCMinutes, getUTCMonth,
getUTCSeconds, getVarDate, getYear, hasOwnProperty,
indexOf, isFinite, isNaN, isPrototypeOf, italics,
item, join, lastIndexOf, lbound, link, localeCompare,
log, match, max, min, moveFirst, moveNext, parse,
parseFloat, parseInt, pop, pow, push, random, replace,
reverse, round, search, setDate, setFullYear, setHours,
setMilliseconds, setMinutes, setMonth, setSeconds,
setTime, setUTCDate, setUTCFullYear, setUTCHours,
setUTCMilliseconds, setUTCMinutes, setUTCMonth,
setUTCSeconds, SetYear, shift, sin, slice, small,
sort, splice, split, sqrt, strike, sub, substr,
substring, sup, tan, test, toArray, toDateString,
toExponential, toFixed, toGMTString, toLocaleDateString,
toLocaleLowerCase, toLocaleString, toLocaleTimeString,
toLocaleUpperCase, toLowerCase, toPrecision, toString,
toTimeString, toUpperCase, toUTCString, ubound,
unbound, unescape, unshift, UTC, valueOf, GetObject,
ScriptEngine, ScriptEngineBuildVersion, Error,
ScriptEngineMajorVersion, Arguments, Boolean,
Enumerator, Function, Global, Math, Number, Object,
RegExp, String, VBArray, mat.random, and decode

DOM modification numbers of clearAttributes, insertAdjacentElement, and
replaceNode

ActiveX & others numbers of CreateObject, ActiveXObject,
Scripting.FileSystemObject, WScript.Shell,
Adodb.Stream, Shell.Application, Microsoft.XMLDOM,
MSXML2.XMLHTTP, Word.Application, and Excel.Application

Table A.3: Summary of designed features for malicious JavaScript detection (part 3/3).
Legend: Only features or feature groups marked as bold were implemented.
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A.2 Software requirements

Package name in pip Version

bs4 0.0.1
fake-useragent 0.1.10

ggplot 0.11.5
graphviz 0.8.2

h5py 2.7.1
httpie 0.9.9
ijson 2.3
Keras 2.1.4

matplotlib 2.1.2
numpy 1.14.0

pandas 0.22.0
plotly 2.4.0
pydot 1.2.4

pymongo 3.6.0
scikit-learn 0.19.1
scikit-plot 0.3.4

scipy 1.0.0
Scrapy 1.5.0

seaborn 0.8.1
Sphinx 1.6.6
tables 3.4.2

tensorflow 1.5.0
tensorflow-tensorboard 1.5.1

tldextract 2.2.0
tqdm 4.19.5

virustotal-api 1.1.10

Table A.4: Minimum software requirements for the implementation part of this work.
Except default packages, these are additional ones from pip packaging index for Python 3.
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A.3 Directory structure

WebThreatHunter

data (results generated from the experiments and dataset)

dataset_analysis (results from dataset analysis script)

featureless_experiments (vectorized dataset and results from the experiments with LSTM networks)

feature_oriented_experiments (dataset and results of the experiments with Scikit-learn classifiers)

docs (documentation of the work)

logs (output log files)

src (implementation part of this work)

config (various common configuration files for the whole project)

data_collection (scripts for manual dataset gathering and Mongodb worker)

feature_extraction (module for feature extraction)

scripts (collection of smaller scripts, i.e. for dataset analysis)

training (experiments with machine learning models)

featureless_approach (LSTM deep neural networks from Keras)

feature_oriented_approach (various classifiers from Scikit-learn)

utils (helper scripts with some API wrappers and abstract classes)

web_crawler (customized Scrapy web crawler with extra features)

js_detector.py (run a prediction of a given data on already trained models)

run_crawler.sh (run crawler with given parameters)

create_sge_env.sh (prepare files for SGE computation)

run_sge_job_*.sh (submit job on SGE)

temp (all generated temporary files)

Makefile (automatic installation of software dependencies and Pylint analysis)

README.md (basic instructions and a brief description of the implementation)

Figure A.1: Directory structure of this work with a brief description of its parts.
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